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TH3 LANDING

AT

GLASSBORO

Charred Earth, 'Red Object'\
Baffle Police at Glassboro !

By FRANK TOUGHILL

I Of The Bulletin Staff
j Glassboro, N. J., Sept. 5 —
The Police Department here has
a mystery on its hands.

The mystery centers on some
weird marks which were discov
ered in an oak forest four miles
northeast of town.

Police Chief Everett Watson
described the marks as a circle
of charred earth around a hole
about two feet on each side and

|two feet deep.
Like a Tripod

Chief Watson said there were
three marks which looked like
they were made by the legs of a
huge tripod.

These marks were two inches
in diameter and six inches deep.
They were 27 feet apart, form
ing a triangle.

A telephone call from Ward

Campbell, Sr., of 30 S. Delsea
drive alerted police to the mys
tery.

Campbell said the hole was
discovered by his two sons,
Ward, Jr., 11, and Don, eight.

Saw Fiery Object
Campbell said the boys were

fishing on Ward's Lake when
they were approached by a man
about 20, shortly after 3 P. M.
yesterday.

The man told the boys that
he had seen a red glow in the
sky on Friday evening shortly
after dusk. The man said a red
glowing object had landed in
the forest about a half mile from
the lake.

The boys investigated the
story and found the charred
area about 1,000 yards off For
cer st. and a few broken tree
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"THE LANDING AT GLASSBORO"

by

Dr. John Pagano
(Artist and member for NICAP)

(Based on personal investigation of the landing sight
and interviews with eye witnesses of the UFO).

September 10, 1964

Glassboro is a small friendly community in the southern

part of New Jersey, in the County of Glouchester close to the New

Jersey-Pennsylvania border.

Earlier this day, I received a phone call from Mr. Vince

Hartnet of Radio Station WJLK, Asbury Park Press Station asking for

a comment on a story of "mysterious" impressions or holes found on a

farm in Glassboro, N.J. The story had just been released to the

Asbury Park Press by A-P Wireservice. Later I was to find out that

these impressions had been first located on September 5th

six; days ago! On the beeper-phone radio, Mr. Frank Sergi, owner of

the property on which the impressions were found, gave his comments

and was immediately followed by my reply to Mr. Hartnet as to the

possibility of these impressions being made by a UFO. I must admit,

although I was most enthused about bringing forth some facts on the

impressions being found at different parts of the world, I did not

think I would' begin a 30Gb mile journey this day to investigate for

myself and find, not only a story, but a most significant story, with

evidence (physical and photographic) that can only mean, to the most

analytical of men, that "something" truly had landed here on the night

of Friday, September 4th something that warranted the attention

of literally thousands of citizens of Glassboro.

I spoke with Mr. Sergi who stated that he, Chief of Police

Watson and Mr. Campbell were the first adults to (arrive on the scene.

It was practically undisturbed. They could not believe their eyes.
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There before them in a small clearing, surrounded by tall oak trees,

were four very distinct deep depressions in the ground. The center

crater-like hole was about 30 inches in diameter and 18" deep, but

shaped into a perfect cone. This was one of the most impressive

facts about the depressions to Mr. Sergi amd Mr. Campbell. He con

stantly referred to the perfection by which the crater was formed. He

felt it could not be done by hand no matter how hard one tried. Sur

rounding this opening at the time was a perfectly round mound of

dirt with 11 or 12 exhaust like markings encircling it. Along the

inside wall of the cone, a scorched layer of sand that looked like

glazed molasses was formed. It had the consistency of fused sand

causing it to form into glass. A remarkable occurrence at this

time was the periodic' odor of sulphur permeating the entire area. It

sporadically seemed to emanate from the pntireground rather from any

specific focal point.

The clearing was no more than 40 feet in diameter and any

vehicle had to make a direct vertical descent and asgent in order

to land there. The only paths leading to this clearing were walk

ing paths. No vehicle could be driven into this location. It re

minded me of the hub of a wheel with it's spokes all gathering at

the center. The tripod impressions extended to the outermost edges

of the clearing while the middle crater was clearly visible sliightly

off center of the clearing. One had to know exactly where he was

going to make this landing — even at that a tree was badly torn

from it's roots and smapped, in a downward direction, at a few

points. The leaves of this tree (Sasaphras) were markedly scorched

and withered. A circular scorched area surrounded the outermost

portions of the entire field. Wherever the foliage was heaviest,

marked burned out areas appeared. Dead leaves and scorched sand

(surface) was very obvious.

The police, Mr. Sergi and Mr. Campbell were first taken
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to the sight by Mr. Campbell's two sons who were led to the area

by two men earlier in the day who claim they saw a red glow in the

sky the night before. After the two men showed it to the boys

(rather apprehensively) they went off in another direction and have

not been heard of since. A plea is out for these men to come forth.

Local newspaper and Air Force investigators were notified and a series

of investigations have been set off which has not ceased to this day.

Since the original announcement at least 3000 to 4000 people have

treked to the scene. Mr. Sergi pointed out the grooved out road

that led to the area, which was once as level and smooth as any

highway, worn down by the trodding of thousands of visitors. Civil

Engineers, Scientists, State Police, Helicopter pilots, Air Force

personnel, men from the U. of Pennsylvania and others have visited,

commented, and analysed the situation only to leave the sight with

a sense of bewilderment and astonishment. Mr. Sergi pointed out

a natural spring water lake about 250 yards from the landing sight

in which crystal clear water continually flowed from it's deep

crevasses. He stated it was the only such lake in the entire Eastern

sector of this part of the country. He also revealed that the Air

Force and other military investigators as well as amateur Ham radio

operators find this lake area to be one of the best areas for sending

and receiving radio messages from all over the world as well as being

a perfect operations field due to the air currents found in this

sector.

Mr. Sergi then took me to talk with Chief of Police

Everet Watson. He was surprised as was Mr. Sergi to think there was

any real significance to this, but once brought to his attention

and shown a copy of the "UFO Evidence" he immediately felt the

magnitude these findings may signify and promised to send me photo

graphs and original statements regarding the impressions. This he

had done for me to present to NICAP. Such cooperation is admirable,

showing his sincere interest to find the truth.

With all this evidence before me, tangible and outstanding,

I felt the only thing that could make this complete was the remote
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possibility of an eye witness to the strange vehicle. Mr. Sergi

promptly informed me that the idea was not remote in the least but

factual. I was to find out that no less than tw° people saw it

Friday night, September 4th, and one person saw it Saturday night,

September 5th; Mrs. Frieda Dufala. In speaking with Mrs. Dufala,

she described it as a hugh globe like vehicle distinctly red in color,

hovering motionless over the wooded area not far from the landing on

the evening ofSeptember 5th, Saturday. It will be recalled that the

first photographs were taken about 4P.M. Saturday, September 5th.

Mrs. Dufala relates she saw the object late at night when she went

out back. Her eye caught this glimmering, round, red object perfectly

outlined. She knew nothing of the impressions found earlier in the

day. As a matter of fact, she did not think it too significant

when she realized it was not a jet in trouble as she originally thought

it was at first glance. Its complete immobility in the sky ruled out

that possibility to her. Although she did not know what it was, she

did know what it was not! She learned about the impressions the next

day in the local newspaper. I questioned Mrs. Dufala at length. I am

Convinced she is a simple honest person relating what she saw as best

she could; not looking for glory or publicity, in no way looking to

deceive or invent stories. She is as anxious to know the truth as any

one else. The accounts of other witnesses who saw the object are

contained within this report. Mr. Sergi then informed me that seeing

strange lights is not new in this area. He has seen them himself on

occasion, but never mentioned it to anyone for fear, as he puts it,

"they'd think your nuts or been drinking".

Most of the physical evidence such as scorched stones,

pieces of metal, sand, shrubs, etc., have been confiscated by the

Air Force officials. Only time will tell if they make a statement

on their findings. It is extremely doubtful if they will, unless Air

Force policy takes an abrupt change.

In subsequent pages of this report will be found the original
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sketch by Officer Schulde who measured each dimensions. If NICAP

intends to publish this in a UFO Investigator, the following is

presented for better reproduction purposes:
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I left Glassboro that day feeling I had gathered all pos

sible evidence for a report to NICAP. I spoke with Mr. Ward Campbell

who was the first on the scene. I found he is an active member of

NICAP. He was able to view, measure, and record the scene before

anyone else disturbed it. If not for this fortunate circumstance,

the following facts may never be available for evaluation

From Mr. Campbell:



Mr. Campbell's Findings :

It was about 5:20 P.M. Saturday afternoon, September 5th,
•that I went to pick up my two sons from their all day fisMiing trip
at a neighboring lake, nearby to Sergi's Lake. It was then they re
counted the story of being approached by the two men who indicated they
had seen a red glowing object apparently disappear in the wooded area
about 7^30 - 7:Lt-5 the night before. Upon investigation the following
day they had found this site, related and shown it to the boys and then
made off. Up to this date no trace of these men has been found.

Upon going to the scene it was readily apparent that a very
unnatural scene was evident in this natural wooded clearing.

Immediately evident was the crater in the ground, the scorched
earth surrounding it, the broken tree limbs and partially uprooted tree,
the two obvious holes of the three (tripod affair), and the" white-
chemical and metal bits in and surrounding the arater.

Wot exactly knowing what it was, it only seemed prudent to
make some close observations and obtain measurements just for the record.

Item 1 - General Area:

A natural opening in a heavily wooded oak area, ir
regularly round, about 20 feet wide to 35 or ko feet long. The immediate
"target" area was about 20 feet in diameter and the ground covering
composed of moss, oak leaves, white sand and small bushes from inches up
toa foot or so high.' Generally, the white sand was loose and not hard
packed.

Item 2 - Prints:

There was no evidence of any foot prints, or other,
in the immediate area of the crater or around the areas of the tripod
impressions. There was no particular evidence of the smaller bushes
having been trampled or broken down except in one case near one of the
tripod legs one bush showed it had been pushed aside, yet not entirely
'broken off. In fact, it has been reliably reported in the papers that
the local police very definitely substantiated the fact there were no
prints or any indications of anyone having been in the cfearing before
the hole was found. Due to the nature of the terrain and small bushes,
any prints would be obvious. *

Item 3 - Crater:

The crater was a conical shaped affair about 30'' across
and 19-3/0" deep, with the bottom taking an a'radiused appearance^lO"
to 11" in diameter. There was only a scant trace of any loose sand in
the bottom of the crater and the sides were smooth, hard surfaced,
scorched black and showing no evidence of any tree roots or growths
that were later reported by some experts who visited the scene a week
later. It must be remembered that several thousand persons visited the
scene the first few days and the area one week later bore but a re
semblance to its original state when first viewed.

Surrounding the rim of the hole at ground level was
gravel piled up about 3" or V" high and about 11" from the rim outside
in a perfect symmetrical pattern. Note that the perfect oiling of this
was to me of great significance because it would seem to be virtually
impossible to have done this on purpose and duplicated it in the fashion
as found., •
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This ring of jravel which had been displaced ffom the hole had
eleven definite impressions about k" in diameter and 1/2" deep impressed
around iz about equally spaced. Again this would seem'inexplicable
at this point, and I assure you caused much interest amon^ the initial
investigating officers. Imbedded in this upheaval and fused to the
sand were globs of this most peculiar looking chemical substance, as
well as numerous particles of a shiny metal substance. This same metal
was also imbedded in the hole itself at various locations of the sides
and bottom. This particular chemical substance is most unusual in its
make up. It varies from a snow white to just a plain ugly purplish black
green mass mtersposed with orange and red traces, as well as minute
particles of metal.

The metal spoken of before had been melted and in trying to
define its appearance, it \^ould appear that it had been extruded^in
some manner under pressure. In spite of many allegations that it was
aluminum foil bats.or gum wrappers, laboratory tests have failed to
substantiate this. In fact, it has been definitely established it is
not aluminum nor pure. tirn,, although evidence indicates that there is a
considerable per cent tin in its anyalysis.

Item h - Tripod Depressions:
As mentioned before, there were two evident depressions

upon entering the scene but a search eventually uncovered the third leg
and this one proved to be the most fascinating of the three. These
holes were all equal in size and depth as sketch and 27' apart to the
very inch as indicated. These are not approximations or guesses by the
way, but official measurements as concurred to by myself and the local
police investigators, fv-'-t !"<•>* *-* ^ piuc ^p.rt --i/HJ

These holes showed they had been put in the °-round by
extreme pressure or weight and virtually compressed the surrounding-
sides and bottoms into a hart packed mass. These was no upheaval of
dirt or debris surrounding these holes in any manner. In fact, the
third hole as mentioned previously was most interesting in that the
ground covering in that area was totally oak leaves and the hole being
forced into the ground as mentioned was lined wita the oak leaves and"
they were so compressed they took the configuration of the hole perfectly.
This would certainly belie a newspaper that reported there was evidence
these holes, as well as the crater, showed evidence of having foeen due
tieh bare little hands.

Again I repeat special emphasis was given to any
fooLprints or disturbances around these spots, and none was evident at all,
The slight angle of the holes would certainly lead one to believe thev
had either supported a tall tower like structure, or more-reasonably "
had been supports for a large diameter round object.

Item 5 - Broken Limbs & Tree:
Bordering the hole directly on the north side was a

small, about 12' - IV tall, Sassafrass tree taat had three limbs broken
as well as the tree itself having been partially uprooted.

These limbs, -particularly the large one had been broken
in a downward, sweeping inward fashion, just as if a great weight had
Deen evident falling upon it. The breaks were very fresh and the large

i
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broken limb showed definite abrasion marks on the bark in several
places. The smaller limbs also produced a few marks on examination.. .

The leaves of these broken limbs that bordered the
crater were discolored, wilted and in some cases, totally curled and
dead from the effects of high heat that was obvious around the hole
area. There was, however, not one leaf actually charred or burned
from direct flame contact. Ground level to the height of this phenomena
was k to h% feet. The leaves on these limbs facing away from the hole
were as fresh and green as the regular leaves elsewhere on the tree.

Directly underneath the broken limbs which did not
Quite lay at ground level, the ground was severely scorched, as will
be explained following.

Item 6 - Scorched Earth:
Surrounding the crater itself there was a clear area

of about 2 to 2i- feet that showed no scorch or burn area. However,
from a point N to just about due S, or an arc of 180 degrees, the
ground virtually out to the limits of the tripod holes, was scorched and
burned black! This included the oak leaves, twigs, debris and most
significant, the green moss and sand covering. This was evidence of
blast heat and most peculiar only in this 180 degree arc.

Going back to this 2 to 2-g- foot cleared area directly
from the crater, another chemical substance even stranger than the
oth^r mentioned was found. In this area were.several chunks of a pure
white, somehwat translucent, material, in roughly 1" cubes of irregular
shape*. These were even unusual looking to say the least, and later
when an investigating officer picked one up in his hands he remarked
it was as cold as an ice cube, and even a day later this ice cold
feeling was still present. Strangely, however, the samples of this
I obtained after three days, and particularly on the fourth day later,
showed definite signs of shrinking and drying to a pellet type residue
of a dirty grayish white color. There was no odor'at all from this
material, and although it had the appearance of being moist originally
did not exhibit any evidence of moisture at any time.

0 One item of more than passing interest concerning the
scorched earth. On the south side, just at the inner rim of the
scorched area, and about 2. foot from the hole, was tms small scrub
pine traeeabout 9" to 10" tall. ,It had a trunk about as big as a lead
pencil and k±" tall until it branched out with greens. However, from
ground level"ud to 2".the trunk was burned and charred black, but
everything above it was in its original state of natural appearance..
A^ain evidence of an extreme ground level blast of high temperature.
Many stones partially exposed laying in the ground were also severly
burned and discolored, turning a dark brown and/or black also. This
also evidences a peculiar type of blast or heat application.

Item 7 - Associated Odors:
Close sensory checking of the crater and the upheaved

gravel around it did not indicate any odor at all. However, in the
immediate area of the clearing from time to time during the initial
investigation, and even subsequent, one, some 2 hours later, there was;
a surge of a peculiar odor not unlike hydrogen sulfide or some* such
foul smell that could be noticed. It didn't seem to eminate from
anywhere particularly but would just be'apparent for a fleeting moment.
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The investigating police as well as state police
at no time gave any indication of smelling gunpowder or firecrackers,
as has been reported from many sources again by those who visited the
scene many days later and in some cases, after a rain had fallen.

End of Mr. Campbell's statement.



[easurements according to I\ir. Campbell (First on the scene).

CENTER CRATER:

This material -was

gravelfrom the lower
portions of the cra

ter and not the sur

face white sand. Imbed

ded in this was the chem.

ical, fused sand and bit
of metal.

1 \
Tripod holes to / fj-t\
Center Crater. / /$'f" *\

Ground Level

Pieces of metal were found
imbedded around the crater >

and in the bottom of the

hole laying loose.

The appearance along
this wall was very smooth
no tree roots showing and

entire surface burned and

fused black. The bottom was

hard packed with little if
any loose material.
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The holes were about 9" square
& 7" to 8" deep. All three were
substantially the same. . f tor».
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The Air Force Conclusion;
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* Questions that arise if we are to believe it was a KOAX;

1. The Air Force claims the youths confessed to perpetrating j
the whole thing. If so, which youths did they question? Why
hasn't the Glassboro Police been informed as to the identity
of the alledged youngsters; if anyone should know they cer- ;
tainly should.

2 If youths confessed early in the investigation, why are i
photographs, pieces of metal, fused sand and scorched leaves
still being analysed?

i

3 Why is there still a question as to "how" it was done? If <
youngsters fabricated the whole thing, they certainly would
then be asked how it was done. How are such youngsters able
to fuse sand into glass? - this requires tremendous, heat far
beyond anything available to the public.

4. The holes were not dug out - they were compressed inJ A tre
mendous pressure could only accomplish this. ;

5. How can firecrackers blast a hole 30" accross and near 21 |
deep? A 5" shell might do iti

6 The Air Force claims bits of firecrackers were found in the
hole - if so, when were they put there? The very first man on
the scene, Mr. Campbell as well as Chief Watson, and Mr Sergi

' said it was as clean as a whistle (except for a few bits of j
metal in the center hole), however, long before the Air Force
arrived "t the scene many people visited the area and were :
seen throwing matches and cigarette butts in the center hole. ,

7. The red "glow" in the sky over the sight was seen by only
one person (and perhaps his companion) who has not been found..
All other whitnesses (3 of them) saw it in a different place,
which means it was moving at times. It was clearly outlined
against the sky as a round object, no fuzzy edges and not just
a "glow". (

8 If a "hoax" why was the object reappearing after the ori
ginal findings on Sept. 5th. The object was seen by two men (
on the night of Sept.4th. Then again on the night of Sept.5th ,
by Mrs. DuFala - and again on Sept. 8th by two girls, Irene ,
Ritter and Carol Smith, both from Glassboro. All descriptions
of the object coinside with one another.

9. And what a.bout those eye whitnesses?- From all indications j
they are perfectly sane, logical, responsible citizens. Are •
they're testimonies to be discarded because they simply do notI
fit into the idea of a hoax — or should the idea of a hoax oej
discarded in view of more enlightening evidence as described ;
by these people? !
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Questions -(con't.)

10. Note that the article printed in the N.T. Journal
American is dated Sept.11,1964. According to the official
police record, contained herein, the Air Force Investiga4
tors arrived on the scene on Sept.10,1964. Are they so ef
ficient that they were able to view, record, analyze, inter
view, find the so-called perpetrators, run a test on the phy
sical evidence, report to the Pentagon and solve the problem
as well as release it to the press in less than a dayj?

11. The Ked sneaker find (Size 8 1/2 for a sub-teener?) is
truly a remarkable observation - especially since 3000 to
4000 people walked all over the area before the Air Force
arrivedi

12. The elaborate special camera set up to scan the viewing
crowd that revealed the hoaxsters needs much more work to
even sound like good science fiction.

* If this is an example of the Air Force type of investigation
of 8,300 reports over the past 16 years it is not surprizing
why they come up with "No Tangible Evidence'.'J
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PERSONAL CONCLUSIONS:

Rudyard Kipling once said "I have six working men that will

serve me till I die; they are Who, What, When, How, Where, and Why?"

With this "formula" in mind perhaps we can come to some reasonable

hypothesis in our efforts to explain the findings on the Sergi Farm

in Glassboro, N.J.

Unfortunately the answer to "Who" can only be attempted after

the remaining five have been evaluated, so we will begin with "What"

landed in our analysis.

To wonder whether or not anything landed at all is to enter

the ranks of the unqualified skeptic who wouldn't believe it if it were

placed before his eyesi Anyone with a reasonable amount of intelligence

must admit, on careful inspection of the findings and depressions, that

a vehicle of some sort did descend and take off again from the landing

sight in question. Whatever it was must have been one of considerable

weight as marked by the depressions made by the three outer holes that

more than likely were the landing struts of a tripod affair. These were

formed by direct pressure downward and at an angle. The center crater,

however, had more indications of being "drilled out" or blasted as it

was perfect in it'e~cem^try from a wide surface opening to a funnel

like depression of near twoo feet deep. A ridge of sand and dirt (scor
ched) evenly circumvented the rim of the opening with 11 or 12 evenly
spaced jet-like exhaust marks along this ridge. A tree, 6 to 8 inches
in diameter was bent from it's roots and snapped in several places.

The angle of the tree and the broken, but still attached branches, were

bent inward from the outer rim of the area indicating they were broken

as the object descended. The foliage was markedly scorched, especially

near the broken tree, implying it was subject to intense heat or radia

tion of some kind. The closer the vehicle, the more intense the heat

for there was less scaring on the opposite foliage. Scorched sand

taken from the central crater's perfectly round inner walls was, for the

most part, confiscated by the Air Force. The smoothness and perfectly

formed funneled out cone as described by Mr. Sergi, indicates it was

made by a definite mechanism or machine (perhaps pneumonic) and not of

a natural element of any sort.
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The description of, perhaps the best eye witness, Mrs. Frieda

Dufala, was that it was definitely round, globe like, a little smaller

than the full moon and markedly red in color. Time of this sighting

was between 9 P.M. and 10 P.M. To those who feel it may have been the

full moon, it must be noted that at this time (Sat. Sept. 5th) , the

moon entered its new phase and was invisible to the naked eye — nor

was it located in this portion of the sky. She estimated it to be

about 500 yards from her hovering motionless over the tree tops not

far from the landing sight.

With these facts in view, I establish the object to look

something like the following drawing as it was on the ground:

Where: To the question "where?" there is no doubt and has been

previously established.
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How: To the question "How?" it got there we must conclude it was

a direct vertical descent and left by a direct vertical nscent for no

other entrance or exit is possible. To entertain the possibility of

it's being a helicopter, would be a great stretch of the imagination

for the clearance required for the smallest helicopter today would be

considerably larger than ia afforded by this small opening in the

trees. The dimensions between landing struts of the tripod would

require a helicopter with a blade of rather large magnitude — an

impossibility in this clearing. This was later verified by a

professional helicopter pilot when questioned by Mr. Campbell.

When: To the question "When?", we must remember the markings were

first pointed out to Mr. Campbell by his sons, who were directed

earlier to the spot by two men, on Saturday, September 5th, about

4 P.M. One of the men who earlier directed the boys to the area

said he saw a red glow in the sky over the trees the night before

(meaning September 4th). It is therefore assumed the landing actually

took place on Friday, September 4, 1964 during the night.

It is of interest to recall that Mrs. DuFala saw the object

on Saturday night, September 5th, between 9 P.M. and 10 P.M.; from

5 to 6 hours after the impressions were examined by Mr. Sergi, Chief

Watson and Mr. Campbell. Could this mean the object returned to the

area for some reason or another?'

It may also be or may not be significant that the men who

first directed the boys to the vicinity, have not been heard of since.

They were never identified and have not come forth.

Why: To the question "Why?" — there has not been determined any

reason why this object landed where it did, when it did. If looked

upon however from a practical "down to earth" point of view, several

possible causes present itself. This particular sector of the general

area has been tested and found to be a perfect location for radio*

communication. It is rather unique, as many Ham radio operators have

an annual meeting along the banks of Sergi's Lake for a full 24 hour

period. They claim it is the best spot for their purposes. It has
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also been brought to Mr. Sergi's attention some time ago by the

military, that this particular area around Sergi's Lake has perfect

air current conditions for aeriological purposes — another unique

factor.

However, my personal thoughts lie in thinking there must be

another even more understandable reason for their landing where they

did — and the answer, I feel, lies in the lake itselfI This lake

oddly enough is the only natural fed spring in this part of the

country. It is never dry and is constantly fed by three or four springs

and is clear drinking water. Could it not be their purpose was to re

plenish a water supply? Water is the basic necessity of all life -

regardless of how hightly advanced they may be - if life exists, water

must be present. This is the only practical purpose I can conceive

of for their landing at this particular spot (not 300 yards from the

lake). All other explanations could have been carried out elsewhere,

unless it was for a reason beyond our comprehension. One must not

exclude the idea, however, that they may have landed there, making

definite imprints simply for ua to see and think about!

Who: With "Who?" we return to the beginning of our formula and we

can now conclude that the impressions were made by a vehicle from the

sky, of considerable weight and dimensions and under intelligent con

trol to be placed so perfectly in such a small aperture in the forest.

If the hypothesis of their desire for a w,ater supply is correct, the

weight of evidence leads me to believe the intelligence behind the

controls were present inside the object and not under remote control

by a mother ship somewhere in outer space for it would require someone

to walk from the object to the lake and back. This, of course, is

pure conjecture and based only on the assumption that the beings or

intelligences are very much like ourselves.

Who they are is anybody's guess. The USAF and other military

agencies would not conduct such an extensive investigation with the

look of baffelment on their faces if they were of our own making.

Hoaxsters would have a hard time explaining the method in which the

impressions were made. If a practical joke, it would be a rather costly
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one, and for what purpose? and by whom perpetrated?

Suffice it to say, in my opinion, the impressions were

made by the people from "elsewhere".

October 9, 1964

Dr. John O.A. Pagano,D.C.
2175 Hudson Terrace

Fort Lee, N.J.
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WHY THIS INCIDENT SHOULD NOT DIE :

In all the sightings I have studied and investgated.
( which is perhaps limited compared to some UFO investi
gators ) none presents such tangible evidence to date of
a UFO landing. Here measurements can be made and recorded,
bits of metal, fused sand and the like can be scientifical
ly analysed andjthe object seen and described.

If another landing is made (or has already been made),
somewhere in the world, it can be adequately compared -
although many shapes and sizes have been recorded.

"Officials of the community should know what possibili
ty is before them rather than brush it off as something
familiar. This is the duty of those in responsible positions
to inform local and state police.

Citizens of Glassboro are locking their doors now and
referances to the "monster" in the woods is commonly heard-
proveing that fear is generated from the unknown -rather than
the known. It is psychologically unsound to hold back the
truth.

Panic is created by supression of the facts and if thos
in official position, who are put there by the people to b&
gin with, would intelligently inform our nation that there
is overwhelming evidence that we are being visited by being
not of this earth - I believe the common reaction among
Americans would be "Swell- let's have a party.1"

John O.A. Pagano, D.C.
October 15,1964

i



New Evidence at Glassborn

New evidence associating aUFO with the markings found in aforest in
Glassboro, N.J. September 5has been obtained by member Ward Oa^bell.
James Yates, Glassboro, has signed astetement attesting to the fact
that between SaftxmbBX 7:45 and g;00 p-ffi> ^ evenlng ^ September ^
he observed aUFO descending into the woods near Sergi-s lake (where the
markings were found). The firm „ae aThe UFO was described as around, well-defined
bright red object.

all
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REPORT ON GLASSBORO SPECIMENS:

Collected by Mr. Ward Campbell Sept.5,1964.

Examiners- BENDIX Aviation (names withheld and name of
BENDIX is not to be used).

Samples (3 different typ;e of substances).

1. Metal pieces.

Considered by the examiners to be almost
100$ pure tin. They consider this to be some kind of
wrapping but not as thin as tin foil.

2. Charred fused sand pieces..

Considered by the examiners to be sand con
gealed but not fused. Therefore, the heat to do this
was not extraordinary in intensity.

The charring was from the heat or from the
pouring of some chemical on it. It seems to be Sodium
Nitrate and probably from a railroad type flare. Gun
powder could have been used.

When asked about the Radium Dioxide they
answered it could be had if the person had the right con
nections. However, how this Hollowitz got hold of it is
to be questioned.

3. Small whitish, congealed, powder like substance,

Considered by the examiners to possibly be
a By-Product of -the flare. They find it to be very gran
ular and do not find it to be shrinking. The coldness
experienced by the officer could mean Potassium Hydrox
ide or the officers imagination.'
* In general they feel a teen ager could have produced

all these effects.

Personal note:

These specimens were given to them in early Decern- j
ber, 1964. The only item they analysed immediatly was the !
Tin. They were unable to come up. with anything on the others!
until last week - just a few days after the Hollowitz affairj
Nothing is implyed other than the facts. |

In regards to the Tin finding, I think it signifi- I
cant to quote from the works of the late Prof. Wilbert B, '
Smith , former head of the Canadian Flying Saucer study
called Project Magnet.

In the Number 12 issue of'Topside" published by.
the Ottawa Flying Saucer Club he states: Pg.17

•• _ - Physical evidence of witnessed landings, such
as imprints in the soft ground, broken bushes, withered veg-
itation,etc. is plentlyful and well confirmed. Various items
of "hardware" are known to exist, but usually promptly clap-
into security and therefore are not available to the general
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Glassboro (specimens) con't,

X

public. Substances such as "angle hair" and molten
TIM,etc. have been observed to drop from these craft
and have been gathered up and analysed.—" ~-

* None of the metal (tin) was returned to me. The other
specimens were.

I am preparing a supplement to the Glassboro report
sent to NICAP in October.

There are also significant happenings that occurred in
Binghampton, N.I. last summer that I have and will document
and send to NICAP.

Dr. John O.A. Pagano
2175 Hudson Terrace

Fort Lee, N.J.

Jan.28,1965

S
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September 15, 1964

Nicap
1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington 6 D-C«

Gentlemen:

I wish to advise that I, in company

with three other tree experts, investigated the sighting

reported on September 5 last in Glassboro, New Jersey.

Our findings, relative to the condition of trees

damaged in the area, are detailed and may throw

some additional light on the sighting.

If interested in this aspect, please

contact below«

Yours very truly,

Alphonse Zulli, C-T.E. 96

Box 56, River Edge,
New Jersey

Nicap Member
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National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena

Mr. Richard Hall, Acting Director
Washington, D-C«

Gentlemen:

I have your letter of the 16th and am pleased to note your
interest.

Our only interest in this case was the trees- Beinp- certified
tree experts in this state, we felt that we could make a"better
judgement from this viewpoint than unqualified people.

I will outline the way it appeared to us
versus fact*

on the basis of hoax

1. The tree bent, if it were a hoax, would, have required heavy
machinery or\the combined weight of ten men'plus. This was

not an oak but a sassafras. The root system was sprung by a down
ward exerted pressure.

2. There was a scar or bruise of recent origin at the very base
that „ i? llTi' "notsfrTed *y °ther investigators- We concludethat one of the landing tripods rubbed it in seeking footing If
it were a hoax it would have had to be done by a ^verful piece of mach-
?ypVo?m?ool.metal Cylinder' " was not indicted by anyPknown
3. The "singed" leaves were actually seared to the last degree of
us from"! 40eSfoofoak A" eXpert clira*- retrieved the lea™ lorus irom a 40-foot oak. There was no evidence of disease, insect
burSnVr a"y°ther knor condition that could have caused ?his leaf

rg; If J* were a hoax it v;ould have required some type of mag
nesium flame thrower such as is used by the Army, in very skilful
hands to sear, but not to consume, the leaves- skilful

4. Other tree limbs broken at various levels, mostly out of reach
of the ground, indicated a rough circle 30 feet in diameter.

5. We also found a dry piece of wood 2 feet long, 4 inchss.diameter,
charred black. There was no evidence of a campfire within a

quarter of a mile searched. Within the crevices of the charrings we
found, on scrutiny, sand particles blown in with such force that they
could not be shaken out.
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6. A pine seedling two feet tall was found on the site, uprooted
We do'not^orof7 *10™ free.°f SVery V6Stige of Boll/rSStS iSact.-
bv " P / any manner ln v'hich this could have been done except

7. Unrelated to trees, we did discover a fourth hole situated to
in tSJm?i» 5® Uni/ZTmii.y °f a four"hole tripod span. This hole was
lln* a JI AS !"d trush' was virgin, untrampled, and obviously
escaped the attention of previous investigators. It was not as deep,
due to the root mass beneath it, but was of the same diameter-

^a +̂ i unanimous conclusion, as tree experts, was that a hoax was
patently impossible to produce the damage we investigated on the trees-

nf ,T^eT!Xperts *?,° examined the material included Paul C-awanus, CT.^.
of New Jersey, with 30 years experience in this field, myself, C.T.s."
of New Jersey, with 30 years experience.

We wish to acknowledge the intelligent and cooperative spirit of
two people at the scene: 1. Jerry Loomey, of the Glassboro Police
Force, and 2-Lou Kilpatric, a 26-year old local orchardist. Joe Rizzo
of Glassboro helped us locate the site quickly.

We have some photographs but they do not appear to me to be signi
ficant except to tree experts.

The sketch enclosed is my own. You may keep it.

Would it be possible for me to have the names of the other members
who investigated? I would like to correspond with them-

Footnote: The tiny glade in this dense forty-year-old forest in which
this machine purportedly landed could hardly have been seen from the
a-L*L.a"y conve£tional aircraft, and it was located within a quarter
TxlL La"0pen fieli and a tiny lake, which might have some signifi-
seclusion^ " speculation- It was in aperfect Place tor

Sincerely,

AZ/hlf
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September 16, 1964

Alphonse Zulli
Box 56
River Edge, N.J.

Dear Mr. Zulli :

Thank you for your letter. We would be very
interested indeed to obtain your findings on
the tree damage at the Glassboro, N.J. landing
site. If possible, we would like to have the
information quickly since we are now writing
the next UFO Investigator.

As you probably know, the Air Force has now
called the case a hoax. We are open-minded about
this possibility, but prefer to have all the facts
in hand before passing judgment. Two members in
vestigated the site thoroughly and even obtained
data before the area was trampled. Photographs,
physical samples, etc., are in their possession
and are being sent to us.

On the telephone I was i/fnformed by the members
that the evidence was very"impressive, and a hoax
seemed unlikely. However, I have not had an opp
ortunity to discuss the matter further with them
since the hoax charge was made.

Your assistance in this matter is greatly appr
eciated.

Sincerely yours.

RH:h
Richard Hall
Acting Director



THE GLASBORO, H.J. IECI.fEWT

Itstarted on SEpt.7,1964, when on the late news a film on a crater
was shown. A red object formed alarge crater with 3 small holes in
Glastooro. It also said that metal was found in the large crater,
during the next few days many people told me of seeing the film, but
said they saw nothing in the papers.
On Sept. 12 Alfred iwattus of Bridgeton went to Glasboro. Prom talk

in« to people he found out that the crater was formed by a red disc
which was seen moving up and down before it landed. The disc was seen
on the ground by 2 children and a fisherman at dusk. Alfred also said
the army was taking phonographs and measurements the day* after it
landed.HE noted a sulfur smell in the soil, the aera was burned, and
the sand was fused together by intense heat. Another bit of physical
evidence is that of a broken tree.The tree was a good size tree and
was broken in half like a tooth pick. The area is in a clearing in the
TBioa!e^n|h!g4?0^I.HISm^boW"fctgr^oTS MEP&tiifth
connected with U.F.O.s. A farmer in the area said he h;s seen holes
like that for awhile back inthis area. WhenAlfred was there he talkd
with 2 professors from J3.I.T. One was a physicist,3)r.Cunnings, and
the other a chemist.(name unknown):*.Cunnings said the holes were made
by pressure pushing down from top. Alfred learned that Major Don Keyi»e.
was there investigating too. Alfred said that by talking with the
profess©rs you could tell they knew alotabout saucers. Br.Cunnings
said the small holes were 26ft. apart, abou)6$-8tn. in diameter, and
6in. deep. The large crater is 4ft. in diameter and 3ft. deep.

This id a good example of press censorship in my opinion. The
incident was repor ted only in the Vineland and Glasboro,N.J. papers.
How did the professers know to come to Glasboro if it wasn*t in the
papers? Who sent them? On the I2th Alfred took 12 photos of the crater
(enclosed) He said his first impression wasthat of Adamsk^s saucer
seen from the bottom. SEE 33RAWIM-! No estimate of si^e or
speed known.

KE?JP<ETH HOSLAH
\ ^ ~Vrcv\ \

L.

-\K\f
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teleWEHVIO Date 9-30-64

Time

To

From Jack Rjeley,

of WAMS, nplawarp

Phone No.

USAF at Dayton today
lessage: announced that the

Glassboro, N.J. case is
re/ephoned n a definite hoax; tinfoil

and firecrackers foundReturned your call •

Left message [J

Called to see you Q

Wants to see you Q

Please call •

Will call again fj

long distance Q

at site.

RH
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telephone! north 7-9434

Cable Address*

SKYLIGHT

MAJOR DONALD E. KEYHOE

USMC (RET.) DIRECTOR

NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE

ON AERIAL. PHENOMENA

WASHINGTON 6. D. C.

October 19, 1964

Dr. John Pagano
2175 Hudson Terrace
Fort Lee, N.J.

Administrative Offices:

IS36 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N. W.

Dear Dr. Pagano:

The Glaasboro report was received Friday, and I hurriedly
wrote a story based on it for inclusion in the UFO Investigator
which is about to go to press. You and Mr. Campbell have done
a splendid job of gathering important information, which clearly
refutes the Air Force hoax contention.

"In studying the report more at lei sure today, I find several
disturbing discrepancies, problems and omissions, some of which
need to be cleared up quickly before the Investigator is completed.
Therefore, I would appreciate hearing from you and Mr. Campbell
on the following points at your earliest convenience:

(1) Who are the two gentlemen in ci wi 1-? an clothes in the vertical
photograph, one with his hand on the tree limb? _,

(2) In both photographs, what imprint is shown? It is far too
large to be one of the reportedly 9 inch square "leg" imprints,
and too close to the broken limb in both pictures to be the
central crater. (We would like to print one or both photos).

(3) We received about s^'x diagrams of the site from various
members, yet no two of them agree! Even the directions differ.
Most puzzling is the discrepancy between Mr. Campbell's measure
ments and those of the police taken on the same day (if I read
the report correctly) or at least within one day of each other.

(4) Mr. Alphonse Zulli, 263 Maple Avenue, Oradell asked to be
put in touch with both of you. As a tree expert, he visited the
s-te Sept. 14 and contributed very valuable information about
the damage, ruling out any childish prank. But—he found a fourth
"leg" imprint in the opposite direction to the broken tree making
a symmetrical pattern of four imprints in a rough rectangle.
Mr. Campbell's diagram shows no imprint to the west of the crater,
but does show one to the south—opposite direction from tree—
where *Mr. Zulli thinks he has discovered a new print.

(5) Can either of you supply a street map of Glassboro, with
the landing area indicated?
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(6) Did anyone, to your knowledge, take~radi ati on readings at any
time? Chances are good the area was radioactive to some degree.

(7) Can we obtain a signed report from Mrs. Dufala?

(£) Mr. Campbell: Of the three different types of physical sub
stances found at the site, how many samples were gathered and in
what quantity? What are the chances of obtaining copies of the
analysis reports, and when?

Your report is admirably thorough, containing a wealth of
deta'led information. One report of this type is worth a dozen
sketchy reports. We are grateful to both <hf you for the time
and effort you have devoted to this case.

RH:h

cc: Ward Campbell

Sincerely yours,

Ri chard Hall

Acting Director

10/21/64

Dear Mr. Hall:

In answer to your questions-

RECEIVED OCT2 3 196*

(lji. The names of the two gentlemen in the photograph, I^,am
sure can be had bg Chief Watson. Mr. Campbell will most
likely supply you with this.

(2) Both photos show the Central Crater. I did not obtain
pictures of the "leg" depressions from Chief Watson.

(3).

(4)

(5)

I realize the dimentions as recorded are different in
both drawings. However this is how I received them. If
I were to choose which to use as most accurate, I would
suggest Mr. Campbell's drawings. He realized the importance
or accuracy.

The fourth impression Mr.Zulli speaks of has been established
as the act of a "wise guy" trying to confuse the issue. It
was definately not there originally. It also was definately
dug out, not compressed in. It holds no significance.

Mr. Campbell may suppy a map.

(over)
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(6). According to Mrs. Dufala, the Air Force didAand stated
to her that" there was some- radiation. '\ ( ;

(7) I will send a report form to Mrs. Dufala for her to
fill out and mention the radiation. - > \ )

'a^yi'

P.S. Mr. Hall,

Recently I have been plagued with an idea that perhaps
you can comment on for me.

With so much subversion we know to exist in our own
government -. is it not possible that the question of the
UFO is purposely supressed by Communist elements in high
positions?

These ridiculous explanations that reach the A-P Wire
Service and are released to the public, the hush-hush pol
icy, the refusal of Government action, etc. - just stinks,
all of a sudden to me, of Communist infiltration.

Does NICAP have any thoughts on the ma

£U*4
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30 South Delsea Drive
Glassboro, New Jersey

October 28, 1961;

Mr. Richard Hall

In answer to your letter of October 19 re the questions you have
raised that concern clarification. Some of these I shall answer now so you
may go to press as soon as possible.

(1) The gentleman with his hand on the tree limb is Police Chief
Everett Watson, and the fellow squatting is the Director of Public Safety,
Mr. Anthony Esgro.

(2) The imprint you question is the central crater. Please be
reminded the tree was partially uprooted and leaning toward the crater at
a h$ angle, and the upper branches were snapped at the main intersection
with the trunk in the position you see.

(3) I am sending you a very definite diagram of the area in
detail measurement. I will assure you this is exact in every detail by
painstaking measurement. The compass directions are exact. Be assured
that regardless of whatever diagrams you might have, this is 100$ correct.
I have been to the site about 25 or 30 times developing additional information,
and I can project it by memory. Forget my other figures - they were for a
purpose, and this is the exact.

A study of this in light of the area, the scorched ground, the
opening in the woods and discussion I had with two well-qualified helicopter
pilots is revealing.

Also note that although the "legs" are notequal, a circle of any
given diameter drawn from the exact center of the crater is always equi
distant from the NW impression and the S impression.

I believe simply the reason for the unequal distances is that a
leveling action took place of the legs to keep the machine equal and in a
state of balance due to the slightly uneven terrain, and the manner of having
had to slip in on an angle from the NW approach. The charred earth also
indicated an ascent was made in this same direction.

Since I have given you this exact measurement, strike out the
notation I made in my account tinder Item k Tripod Depressions where I
stated the 27' apart to the inch and the concurrence of the local police and
I. This was also done for a reason.

(U) Again I repeat my sketch is exact. Mr. Zulli saw a fourth
hole that had been dug in a manner to try and duplicate the three - evidently
done by jokesters.

Mr. Gayer of Nicap as well as Mr. Pagano can attest to this since
they both visited the scene prior to 9/llu



(2)

3h visiting the site this past Sunday, one of the most significant
things is the fact the three original depressions are still very definite in
outline, and this in spite of the many people kicking at them, the rains we've
had, etc. The fourth or "phoney" hole has long since disappeared. You'd be
surprised the confusion this created in people's minds when they had read of
the tripod holes and then visited the scene and found four.

The fact that the three are as intact as they are only attests to
the terrific compressive force I have indicated before.

(5) I have a map I'm sending under separate cover.

(6) Although I asked for tests to be made, none were made in the
early stages of discovery. Two CD. units who came later had Gieger counter
troubles, and after the labor Day weekend, so much sand had been dug from the
hole bv souvenir hunters, the original surface had been eliminated.

I understand the A.F. did take readings as well as their measurements
and photos when they came on the 10th of September. Even the local police
were not aware of their results.

(7) Yes, there is a good chance we can obtain a report from Mrs.
Du Fala as well as another report from a gentleman who saw the object on the
night of September Uth.

(8) I have ample quantities of the substances and far better^
sables than recovered by another agency. It's hard to say when analysis
will be done, but you will be kept informed.

Frankly there are still some circumstances of this that I have not
fully revealed that make me believe sincerely at this point this was a real
experience•

You might question why I'm keeping this hush hush and that's only
fair. Frankly, I'm trying to smoke out a few fragments of this episode, both
from the local police, (who I am sure have long since been bypassed by the
A.F.) the Philadelphia Bulletin reporter Toughill who has a pipeline to Mc
Guire A.F.B., and the A.F. themselves, as well as trying to still pick up
on my own the two unidentified men who spoke to my boys. One of these men is
the key to the whole mystery, and until he's found, there is a lot left unsaid.

I trust this will help you somewhat in your better understanding
of the situation.

The first published episode I have read of this in a "Saucer"
publication was pretty poor. I am sure with the fine report Dr. Pagano
furnished, etc., the Investigator will have an outstanding story that cannot
be refuted.

Regards,

Ward Campbell

W3C/g
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October 29, 1964

Ward Campbell
30 South Delsea Drive
Glasbboro, N.H.

Dear Mr. Campbell:

Thank you for your letter, and especially for the
excellent map. I also heard from Dr. Pagano, and between
you most of the problems have been cleared up. However,
I am dismayed to learn that you apparently deliberately
allowed us to receive erroneous information about the
dimensions of the site, and that you apparently are un
willing to take us into your confidence about additional
information which you seem to feel is very important.
For our own protection, we should know such things. I
hope you will clarify these matters as soon as possible.

Even as I received your letter, the UFO Investigator
is being printed. We could not hold it up any longer.
Because you were first on the scene, thorough and careful
in your efforts, we based our write-up of the case primarily
on your findings as reported to us by Dr. Pagano. Dr. Pag
ano' s reply to my list of questions arrived just in time
to allow me to insert a new paragraph replacing one descr
ibing the (now known to be false) fourth imprint, which Mr.
Zulli had reported to us.

Very fortunately, I glossed over the question of how far
apart the markings were,because of the discrepancies in the
accounts, in the text of the story. But I made a generalized
diagram of the site which was left out of the Investigator at
the last minute only because we lacked space for it. So by
good fortune our write-up will be accurate provided the orig
inal dimensions of the markings^themselves are accurate. We
quoted and paraphrased extensiyiey from your findings at the
site concerning the physical appearances and features of the
markings.

Dr. Pagano obtained a signed report from Mrs. Dufala; how
ever, this is the first I have heard about a sighting by a
Mr. Yates on September 4. We would like to have a report from
him too.

Thanks for identifying the people in the photo; that will
appear on page 1 (but it is too late to add the identification)
Also for clarifying the reason for nearness of the limb to the
crater. Sincerely,



IMPRESSIVE EVIDENCE Hi N.J. LANDING CASE „ vj, f f

Through investigation by NICAP members and expert testimony about

damage at the alto have ruled out the possibility of a hoax in the

most recently reported UFO landing case. Markings similar to thoae

found in earlier landing reports (aee previous Issues) were discovered

In a small clearing of an oak forest in Glassboro, &. J. September 5.

A round, red UFO was reported above the wooded area over a period of

several days.

NICAP member Ward Campbell was among the first investigators &n the

scene. His prompt aotion was important beoause it established facts

which challenged the later Air : orce conolusion that the incident was

a hoax perpetrated by youngsters in the area. Mr. Campbell then

assisted Dr. John Nagano, who obtained detailed Information from police

and witnesses. Most of this account is has-d on Or. Pagano's thorough

investigation report. Alphonse 2ulli, a tree expert in River 3d_,o, also

submitted vitally Important data.

Ward oampbell's two sons had been on an all day fishing trip Saturday,

September 5, at a lake near the property of Frank Sorgi in CJlaasboro.

Vvhen Mr. Campbell picked them up about iji20 p.m., they related the story

that two men had emerged from the woods and told of seeing a red glowing

object descend into the woods about 7»50 to 7*^5 P-m« t*16 «l&ht before.

They claimed they had investigated and found markings on the ground,

which they showed to the boys. The unldentified men then went on their

way; continuing efforts to trace them ha^e so far been unsuccessful.

Mr.Campbell went quickly to the scene, made notes and gathered

physical evidence. He was Instrumental in having the loaal police, state

police, and finally Air fbroe personnel from McGuire Air Force Base

investigate the Incident.
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THE LANDING SITE

"Upon going to the scene It was readily apparent that a very un*

natural scene was evident in this natural wooded clearing," Mr. Campbell

told NICAP. "Immediately evident was the crater in the ground, the

scorched earth surrounding it, the broken tree limbs and partially up*

rooted, tree, the two obvious holes of the three /NIGAP Notes A fourth

similar hole concealed by undergrowth was subsequently found by tree

experts/, and the white ohemioal and metal bits in and surrounding the

crater."

(Mr.Campbell gathered some of the small metal bits, which he is having

analyzed by a looal laboratory. NICAP will publish the analysis report

as soon as it is available).

The environment of the imprints was a small round clearing, about

20 feet wide and. 35*,4o feet long, in a heavily wooded oak forest on

the property of Frank Sergi. The ground surface in the clearing le com

posed of moss, oak leaves, white sand, and small bushes from a few inches

to about a foot in height, ihe sand was generally loose, and not hard*

packed, but there was no evidence of any footprints or trampling of

smaller bushes.

The oentral crater was conical, about 50 inches across and 19 3/8

inches deep. The diameter of the bottom was about 10 inches. The sides

of the crater were smooth, hard-surfaced and scorched black. Surrounding

the rim at ground level, gravel was piled up 5-l± inches high and extend*

ing about 11 inches from the rim in a perfect symmetrical pattern, "Note

that the perfect piling of this was to me of great significance," Mr.

Campbell stated, "because it would seem to be virtually impossible to

have done this on purpose and duplicated it in the fashion as found."

"This ring of gravel which had been displaced from the hole," Campbell

oontinued, "had eleven definite impressions about h inches in diameter
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and 1/2 inch deep impressed around it about equally spaced. Again this

would seem inexplicable at this ppoint, and I assure you caused much in

terest among the initial investigating officers. Imbedded in this upheaval

and fused to the sand were globs of this most peculiar looking chemical

substance, as well as numerous particles of ajshiny metal substance.

This same metal was also embedded in the hole itself at various locations

of the sides and bottom. /*he chemical substanoe/ varies from a snow

white to Just a plain ugly purplish-black-green mass interposed with

orange and red traces, as well as minute particles of metal."

Preliminary results of the metal analysis, ar, Campbell sald,indicate

a high percentage of tin as a constituent of the melted metal.

The three imprints which Mr. Campbell found surrounding the central

orater were all the same size and depth: About 9 inches square and

7*8 inches deep. .rIhe imprints gave every indication of being formed by

extreme pressure or weight—rather than by digging—-compressing the

sides Into a hard packed mass. A significant point discovered was that

one of the imprints occurred at a spot covered with oak leaves; " The

hole forced into the ground as mentioned waB lined with the oak leaves

a nd they were so compressed they took the configuration of the hole

perfectly." Each imprint was inclined at a slight angle from the vertical

toward the central orater, as if formed by supports for a large oentral

object.

Bordering the markings on the north side was a partially uprooted

12-lij. foot sassafras tree with three broken limbs. The breaks and abrasion

marks were fresh, about k to k 1/2 feet above the ground. The leaves

bordering the nearby marking however, were disclored and wilted, some

totally curled and dead apparently from Intense heat. There was no evi

dence of direct flame or charring on the leaves. The leaves on the

same limbs facing away from the markings were fresh and green. Directly
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beneath the broken limbs, the ground was severly scorched.

Soorch Marks

The ground surrounding the orator for a radius of 2 to 2 1/2 feet

was £ree of scorch marks. But from a point to the north, In an aro

of l8o degrees' to the south, and outward to the Imprints was a severely

scorched, black area. This included loaves, twigs, debris, and even

moss and sand which was blackened. Small whitish, nearly trans

lucent chunks of a third type of unidentified substance was found In

the clear area. A small scrub pine In the scorched area was blackened

from ground level up to two inches, but normal in all respects above

that. All evidence indicated some sort of ground level blast of heat.

A faint aroma resembling hydrogen sulfide lingered in the immediate,

area, but could not be traced to a distinct source,

Mr.Campbell'a report la of unusual Importance, beoause within the

next few days thousands of curiosity seekers trampled the site, took

away samples and souvenirs, and cluttered the area xiiith debris. Air

Force Investigators did not arrive on the soene until September 10.

Dr. John Pagano, Fort Lee, first loarned about the incident September

10 from a local radio station. He began a systematic investigation.

He interviewed ;n?ank Sergi, one of the first people on the scene along

with V/ard Campbell and Police Chief Everett Watson, Mr* Sergi confirmed

the perfect formation of the conical crater, and its glazed appearance.

He also remarked about the sulphurous odor. All agreed that no vehicles

of any kind could have been transported to the tiny clearing, except

from directly overhead.

Chief 'Watson cooperated fully iwith Dr. Pagano, supplying the original

police photographs of the site before It was trampled (see accompanying
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photographs), and police records of the Inoident,

On the night the markings were found, Dr. Pagano learned, Mrs,.Freda

Dufala saw a globular red object hovering over the wooded area not far

from the clearing. Three nights later, Irene Ritter and Carol Smith

told police they saw a bright orange-yellow spherical object descend

and apparently land, emitting a red glow underneath. It made a dull,

muffled "thumping sound." After a few seconds It rose just above the

treetops, moved horizontally in a westerly direction, then landed a

second time In a wooded area.

(Official police report).

Air Force Investigation

On September 10, police records show. Air l-'oroe Investigators ar

rived from MeQuire AFB, They were given pictures and samples, (By this

time the site had been thoroughly trampled) By next day, the word was

put out unofficially that the case was a hoax, Tne New York Journal-

American, September 11, reported this as the official conclusion, adding

that Air Force Investigators had found "three bubble^um wrappers, the

remains of a cherry bomb, and four footprints made by a pair of Ked

sneakers, sise 8 l/2»«»" The reporter further claimed that Air Foroe

personnel, using elaborate camera equipment, had identified two teen

age hoaxters by photographing the crowd watching them at work. Asked

a bout these allegations, Major Maston M. Jacks, Pentagon UFO spokesman,

denied any knowledge of them.

UFO cases are analyzed at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, by the Air

Force, based on evidence ^.athored at the scene by the nearest Air Force

base. On September 30 newspapers reported the Air Force had called the

case a hoax because they had found "tinfoil" and "bits of firecrackers"

In the holes* The absurdity of this conclusion is apparent.
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Expert Testimony

On September 15 NICAP received a letter from Alphonse Zulli, of

Avanti Tree Saving Service, Oradell, i!,J., who had investigated the

site. Mr, Zulli, a former U.S. Forestry Technician and a tree expert

with 30 years experience, and Paul Gawanus, also a tree expert, examined

the damage and submitted a report to JICAP.

Mr. Zulli*s findings lnoluded these observations J

"The tree bent, if it were a hoax, would have required heavy machin

ery or tho combined weight of ten men plus..,The root system was sprung

by a downward exerted pressure. There was a sear oi* bruise of recent

origin at the very base of this trunk..if it were a hoax it would have

had to be done by a powerful piece of machinery and a smooth metal

cylinder. It was not inflicted by any known type of tool.

"The *singed* leaves were actually seared to the last degree of

being destroyed. An export tree climber retrieved the leaves for us

from a ).|.0-foot oak. There was no evidence of disease, insect,, fungus

or any other known condition that could have caused this leaf burning.

If it were a hoax it would have required some type of magnesium flame

thrower such as is used by the Army, in very skillful hands to sear,

but not to consume, the leaves.

"Other tree limbs broken at various lsvels, mostly out of reach

of the ground, indicated a rough oircle 30 feet in diameter...

"A pine seedling two feet tall was found on the site, uprooted

and evidently blown free of every vestige of soil, roots intact. We

do not know of any manner In which this could have been done except

by air pressure..."

Mr* Zulli and Mr.Gawanus also discovered a fourth imprint, "This

kole was in the low weeds and brush, was virgin, untrampled, and

obviously escaped the attention of prevl us Investigators. It was
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not as deep, due to the root mass beneath it, but was of the same

diamter," Tne fourth marking completed the pattern, as in the April 21**.

Socorro, N.J.1. landing, of four imprints in a rough rectangle.

"Our unanimous conclusion, as tree experts, "Mr, Zulli said, "was

that a hoax was patently Impossible to produce the samage we investi

gated on the trees."

If the two original witnesses are located, NICAP will report their

story. However, even without their testimony the facts seem clear:

unidentified aerial objects were reported by local citizes; the objects

were hovering or maneuvering low over the woods in Glassboro. The

markings found In a clearing Inaccessible to vehicles or machinery

indicated a heavy object had descended and settled on legs or supports,

forcing leavee and other material into the ground. Obviously melted

metal, severe scorch marks on the ground, uprooted and damaged trees

Indicated both searing heat and the application of considerable pressure.

The simplest hypothesis to acoount for these facts Is that a controlled

vehicle of unknown origin landed in the small clearing. A hoax, which

would have required heavy machinery,(not to mention painstaking care

and considerable effort) seems out of the question. No visible trace

of human presence was found at the site on September 5 by Mr. Campbell,

Chief v/atson, and Mr. Sergi.

About a dozen other NIOAP members also visited the site at various

stages of the investigation. Vfo also wish to thank them for diagrams

and bits of information which they submitted.

all
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AVANTI TREE SAVING SERVICE
283 MAPLE AVENUE

ORADELL, N. J. 07649 Telephone 262-3421

Formerly U. S. Forestry Technician

•X-

0 199.
^.November 6, 1964

Mr. Richard Hall

National Investigations Bureau
for Aerial Phenomena

Washington, D-C-

Dear Dicks

, „r , In ?our card 70" advised me to see Dr. Paarano
and Ward Campbell. I have seen them both and two finer
men, fully dedicated, cannot be imagined- Mr. Campbell's
story was fascinating, sincere beyond question, and his
intelligent perception brilliant.

r™„ +*, Af! i2 the diBcrepancy about holes, Ward has me
more than half convinced that my hole (the fifth hole)
was just a depression in the ground, and incidentally
17' 6" from the center hole.

As to detailed locations, orientations and
measurements, I hasten to advise that mine were purely
guesswork and should be disregarded in this detail.
Dr. Pagano's and Ward Campbell's are the guides for you
oO IOilOW*

On the tree damage details only I stand firm.

Sincerely,

Alphonse Zulli

AZ/hlf

cc. to Dr, Pagano
c.c to Ward Campbell



October 303 196!+

NICAP

1536 Connecticut AVE.,N.W,
Washington 2, D.C.

Gentlemen*

This statement is my attest to the following
fact:

On the evening of September h, ±96h, between
7:^5 P.H. and 8:00 P.l-i., I was traveling in my car east on
'Greentree Road, Glassboro,- N.J. I had just rounded the
slight curve bordering the Minor League ball park, passed ,
the peach orchard, on my right, when I observed a round,
bright redlobject in the sky to the southeast, descending
and disappearing in the wooded' area surrounding Sergi's
lake.

From my location to the wooded area v/as about '
one mile and the bright, well defined red object was. of a
size just slightly smeller than a regulation size basketfiall.
It would seem' to me from this observation the size of the
object must have been rather large.

Being in my car, I was not conscious of any
sound associated with the object. There was no apparent
change of color I noticed in the descent of the object as
it disappeared in the wooded area.

I was perplexed at this phenomena and totally at
a loss to identify it positively in any manner.

On arriving home, I mentioned" the incident to -my
wife as described above, and it was not until late Sunday P.1-2
(September 6, 196*+) that I was ax^are such, a similar sighting
had been reported and became a matter of news.

Very truly yours,

James Yaljes
25 West Street
Glassboro, W.J,
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1536 Connecticut Ave,,N.»W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hall:

Grlxss tare

30 S, Delsea Drive
Glassboro, N..J. 08028

November 16,. 196^
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I trust you have returned from an enjoyable vacation
and are most anxious to go to work no doubt.

I am enclosing with this note a'signed attest by LIr. Yates, -
whom I mentioned before. This gentleman is most reliable and there
is no question but that he had a very real and distinct sighting.
Note that the time of his sighting ties in very well with the account
of the two fellows to my boys. This undoubtedly ties this down in
about three ways,

1- The time is approximately the same the evening of September h.
2- The location is exact since this gentleman is a Glassboro resident

and very familiar with the area.
3- He actually saw this well defined bright red object descend in the

wooded area.

Strangely enough, the local police never interrogated-this -
fellow nor did the Air Force. I can't answer for the Air Force, but
the local police told me that1since he had not reported to them they
had nothing to question him about, (Personally I believe since he
came to me directly rather than to them their noses were twitched a
little out of-place.1)

Another fact I picked up that ties in. Mrs. Watson, the
police chief's- wife, was telling me they came back from-vacation
July 18,_'and-about one week later, July 25, up to the episode of
September if, they had numerous occasions where their dog became
virtually uncontrollable'at nights- and/or evenings. He would whine,
cry and just seemingly get upset like he never had before. In fact,'
on a couple of occasions he had to be brought in the house.

Mr. Se'rgi had the same experience she related, and In fact
he became so suspicous of prowlers due to the odd behavior of his dog
he' turned on outside flood lights around the farm house and barns and
left them on. • - '

One other neighbor across and up the road in the immediate
area had exactly the same situation as had the Watsons.

The following fact I didn't tie in until Mrs. Watson related
the above to me. . - •
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(2) Mr, Hall:

The Saturday night (9/5/6*0 that my wife and I, three
Glassboro policemen, a New Jersey state policeman, and two newspapermen
were in the woods at the sight from about 6:^5 to 7:30, Mr, & Mrs,
DuFala walked their dog up the lane to Sergi's lake, which was a
frequent evening custom. When they neared the lake ttieir large dog
suddenly became virtually uncontrollable to such a degree that they
turned from the lake and'hurried home, Mr. DuFala explained to me
he sighted the police cars and -the first thought he had was the police
had their "K-9 dogs in the woods and his dog became aware of their
presence. Fearing a death duel could possible ensue if the dogs
tangled and since his dog was behaving so erratic, he could only think
of getting his dog home,

V

Mind you, it was only a couple hours later that Mrs, DuFala
had her memorable experience. The K-9' dogs were not in the woods by
the way. Just a few days after this all happened and I interviewed
Mr. & Mrs. DuFala, they'related this story to me and were quite
agitated because of their dog's behavior. I did not, nor did they,
connect this in any manner to-the sighting. It was not until Mrs. '
Watson about 3 weeks ago related to me the above that I quickly made
a connection.

One correction I have to make. The gentleman in photo one
,standing pointing'to the tree is not Chief Watson, but is Patrolman
IToughill, who was assigned to the case. The photo in Dr. Pagano's
\original script was washed out very bad and since these two men do

\ bear a marked resemblance, I goofed and so has everyone who has seen it.
< However, the Investigator had a much clearer picture and I recognizad
the mistake immediately. Glad there was no harm done.

Nothing further to report on analysis. Having a hard time
to get the right connection so an honest appraisal may be made,

I think the article in the Investigator was well done and
most people I have shown it to are Impressed, I made a one minute state
ment over radio WCAM in Camden, N. J., verifying the story as reported
and refuting the Air Force statement of hoax. Enclosed are a couple
of copies from our local county daily concerning the item. If you

^\ need the original Xor reproduction purposes I have a copy also.

^f Would it be possible for me to obtain about four or six more
/ C(>\\ W copies of the Investigator with the story? I would like to make a

$J small distribution and see if I can also get additional news coverage
• ^|, and follow-up.

This should bring us up to date for now.

Sincerely,

WC/ec

li»Ult.'L^MJL
Ward C. Camubell
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Dear Inquirers

The UFO Investigations Team and Science

Research Club of Frankford High School have greatly

appreciated your request for our Glassboro UFO Investigations.

We are indeed sorry that this reply could not be more

personal, but with limited time and extremely limited

staff we found it necessary to mimeograph our replies.

We must apologize for our delay in

sending this copy to you. V/e experienced a totally

unexpected, demand fcr our UFO reports and our supply

was depleted almost immediately. It was necessary for

us to prepare new stencils of the text which took a ••

great deal of tine.

The UFO Investigations Team cannot

support claims of "little green men, ethereal beings,

fanciful contacts with such beings, travels via flying

saucer, or similar ridiculous incidents" that are not

at all in keeping with the principles of the Science

Research Club. Consequently, any correspondence of

this nature cannot be received seriously by the members.

V/e welcome any inquiries from our

readers or.their friends concerning our investigations

or UFO report. Please lot us know tehat you think of

our report. Sincerely,

UFO Investigations Team

COUNSELOR'S OFFICE. JE 5-1799. 56S4
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The following to articles appeared in the Philadelphia Evening and Sunday
Bulletin, the first in the late Sunday edition of Sunday, September 6, 1964, and
the second in the Monday "F" edition of Monday, September 7> 1964, Labor Day.

"Charred Earth, 'Red Object' Baffle Police at Glassboro"
by Frank Toughill of the Bulletin Staff

Glassboro, N J.. Sept.5-
The Police DEpartment here has a mystery on its hands.
The mystery centers on some weird marks which were

discovered in as oak forest four miles northeast of town.

Police Chief Everett Watson described the marks as a

circle of charred earth around a hole about two feet wide

on each side and two feet deep.
Chief Watson said there were three marks which looked

like a huge tripod.
These marks were two inches in diameter and six inches

deep.l They were twenty-seven feet apart, forming a triangle.*
A telephone call from Ward Campbell, Sr. of 30 S. Delsea

Drive, alerted police to the mystery.
Campbell said the hole WdS discovered by his two sons,

Ward, Jr., 11, and Don, eight.
Campbell said the boys were fishing on Ward's Lake when

they were approached by a man about 20, shortly after 3 P.k-
yesterday.

The man told the boys that he had seen a red glow in the
sky on Friday evening shortly after dusk. The man said a.red
glowing object had landed in the forest about a half mile
from the lake.

The boys investigated the story and found the charred
area about 1,000 yards off Focer St. and a few broken limbs.

"Kuodreds Go to Forest to See '!T„stery' Hole"

Glassboro, N.J., Sept. 7-
Hundreds of persons went to the oak forest near here

yesterday to look at a circular clearing of charred earth,
a mystery to police since Saturday.

In the center of a 20-foot diameter area is a 30-inch
deep pit, surrounded by a small mound of burnt material and
what appeared to be metal scrapings. It is 1,000 yards off
Fooer St.

Ward Campbell, Sr., of 30 3. Delsea Drive, called police
Saturday after finding the hole. He had been told about it
by his sons, V.ard, Jr., 11, and Don, eight. The boys said a
man about 20 told them he'd seen a red glowing object land
in the forest on Friday night.

Glassboro police said they took samples of earth and
other material to McGuire Air Force B-ise for examination.

The following two articles appeared in the Glassboro Enterprise of
Thursday, September 10,1964 (page 1) and in the Camden Courier-Post of September
11, 1964 (page 6) respectively.

"Police, USAF Officials Probe 'Mystery' Here"

Glassboro police officials, cooperating with authorities at
McGuire Air ForceBase and representatives of the Unidentified Flying Objects
team in Dayton, 0.,3are still conducting a probe into the mysterious crater found
by two youths in the woods off Focer Street last Saturday.4

According to l&cal officials, discovery of the circle of
charred eafcth in the wooded area near Ward's Lake was reported by Ward Campbell,
Sr., of 30 Delsea Drive, Glassboro, who led police to the spot after being given
information of the mysterious markings by his two sons, Ward,Jr.,11, and Donald, 8.

The youths reported they were fishing in the lake area on
Saturday when they were approached by a man about 20 years old, The man, still

1. Our investigation showed these holes were actually an averags of 15 inches in
diameter, and 9 to 11 inches deep, (for actual dimensions see Fig. 1.)

2. Again our investigation figures differ from the newspaper account. The holes
wEre not exactly 27 feet apart, (for actual dimensions see Fig. 1.)

3. Wright-Patterson AFB.

4. Saturday, September 5, 1964.
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unidentified although an appeal has been made for him to come forth, told the youths
of seeing a red gloft in the sky on Friday night, and that a red, glowing object had
landed in the oak forest just a short distance from the lake. The boys investigated
the stranger's report, leading to notification of Glassboro officials.

The mysterious crater is described as being a few feet in
diameter, with the center containing particles of sand that had been fused together
by extreme heat. Adding to the mystery, however, are what appear to be tripod marks
remaining in the scorched earth surrounding the crater. Broken tree limbs above the
site attest as to either an entry, or exit, of some vehicle.

While no official word has yet been given for the finding,
local officials feel that it was probably induced by some amateur rocket enthusiast
who has sent his own 'space craft * into the night .

"Metal-like Substance Studied by Air Force Team"

Glassboro- Six Air Force investigators yesterday took back to
McGuire Air Force Base samples of a "black metal substance" found in the so:1 where
mysterious marks were discovered last Saturday in an oak forest two miles northeast
of here.

Ptl. Robert Toughill aaid the metal-like substance was to be
analyzed by Air Force scientists. The investigators examined the site and took
pictures. Police said the Air Force team also questioned Mrs. Frieda Dufalo, who
lives on Focer St., near the site where the marks were discovered. She said she saw
a "red glow" in the sky Saturday night, following the discovery of the strange marks.

The investigation team was headed by Air Force Fajor Halowork
and Capt. Palmer. They were accompanied to the site by local Police Capfc. Phillip
Cuppolina, Ptl. Toughill and Ptl. Joseph Pissuoli.

The marks, a triangular arrangement of holes with a larger hole
in the center and surrounded by charred earth, were originally discovered Saturday

by two young brothers. They had been fishing at a nearby lake when they were
approached by an unidentified young man who told them he had seen a red glow in the
sky Friday evening after which a red glowing object landed in the forest.

& # *•

Our interest in the Glassboro case started on Monday, September 7, 1964- In
the eleven o'clock news on WRCV-TV, a local station, an announcement was made that
there had been a UFO sighting. A crater having charred sides, as well as strange
tripod marks, were discovered at Glassboro,New Jersey. This was the first information
we received concerning the incident as well as the first serious treatment given
subject matter of this sort by a Philadelphia TV station.

We did not make our initial trip to Glassboro until the following Saturday,
Septembet 12. We now feel that this was a mistake, for in delaying our investigation
we may have endangered our chances of acquiring conclusive early evidence which is
so important in all UFO cases. During the week, the area had been picked clean by
curiosity seekers, Glassboro police, and the Air Force. It also rained the Friday
night before and on the Saturday we got there. This may discredit slightly the
validity of some evidence presented later in our report. This, however, has all been
taken into consideration, and has been given much thought. We have come to the con
clusion that none of our evidence is misleading, nor is it meant to be.

It was about 3:15 HI, Saturday afternoon, when Steve Kendorski and I, Walt
Klinger, arrived at the scene. Her are our findings, (see Fig. 1.)

The clearing was located in a wooded area containing mainly trees of oak,
hickory, sassafras, and a few pines. These trees are all common to southern New
Jersey. Other foliage in the area are all corrjnon plants, shrubs, and mosses which
are founa throughout the southern New Jersey area.

The clearing in which the markings were found is located about 100 yards from
the dirt road leading from Focer St.5 There is a house located about 600 yards fr«m
the clearing. We feel that the house at 600 yards is within hearing distance of the
crater. Any explosion of the size needed to oraate a crater of comparable measure-
meats would be audible to the occupants of the house. There is very little back
ground noise in the area. The nearest road, Focer St., is not amain highway and is
probably not well traveled at night. This all adds to the audibility of any loud
noise, especially an explosion. No loud sound was reported to the police or anyone
else by the occupants of this house.

The possibility remains, however, that the occupants were responsible for
the whole thing, This is doubtful because the boys who discovered the crater would
have probably recognized their neighbors.

The owners of the property where the crater was found were generally more
concerned with property damage by people tramping all over the place than with
making any sort of profit or gaining fame by the report of the crater. This is
usually not the case in a hoax.

The clearing itself uas just a small opering between the trees, approximate
ly 25 feet across. No tree limbs, with the exception of the broken tree, protruded •
from above into the clearing, but rather extended just to its edge. The limbs of all
the trees which surrounded the clearing were intact. No branches or leaves were
burnt, scraped, or damaged in any way.

5. see Fig. 2.
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In the center of the clearing there was a hole, 7 ft. in length and 5 ft. 11
in. in width. Around the perimeter of the hole, sand was mounded, four inches on all
sides and one inch above ground level. The color of the sand was brownish yellow.
This was covered with an extremely thin layer of very white sand.

Approaching the center of the crater, there is a drop of five inches
(actually four inches below ground level). This drop extends in toward the center
another two feet or so (see Fig. 1 for exact dimensions). The color of the sand
here was more yellow and typical of this type of soil, known as sassafras loamy
sand, ffote. again the sand here was covered in places with an extremely thin layer
of very white sand.

The central and deepest portion of the hole is twenty inches below the
ground level and twenty-seven inches in diameter.6 The sand in this region of the
hole was colored a yellow-orange, indicating that this sand was a sub-soil or
rather a transitional soil. This section of the hole was not covered with a layer of
white sand, as were the other areas of the site.

There were definite signs of the hole's erosion. There were some footprints
around the hole. However, we still feel our measurements are the most accurate,
^ince no carefully taken measurements previous to our visit exist. In any event, we
cannot locate them.

The three "tripod holes" in question are located at the edge of the clearing.
They are not evenly spaced or centered, nor are they symetrical.

Their dimensions are as follows (see Fig. l): the distance from A to B, 26
ft.j from B to C, 27 ft.; from C to A, 23 ft., 6 in.; the dimensions of A were 17 in.
by 17 in. by 9 in. in depth; the dimensions of B were 16 in. by 13 in. by 11 in. in
depth; the dimensions of C were 13 in. by 15 in.by 10 in. in depth; the distance
A to the center hole was 13 ft., 6 in.; the distance from B to the center hole was
13 ft.; the distance from C to the center hole was 18 ft.

These "tripod" impressions appeared to have been pressed rather than dug.
Roots in the soil extending into these holes were not sheared off, but were pressed
heavily into the sides and botton. of these holes. Anyone digging these holes would
shear off these roots at the edge of the hole as experiments showed.

A young Sassafras tree was broken in half six feet above the ground. The
break was located 7 ft. 6 in. from the center of the hole, and 10 ft. 6 in. from
the center of C. The tree was partially uprooted, probably due to the numerous
visitors. The top of the tree was scraped and had some bark removed. This would
seem to indicate that something heavy was draged up or down it, The bark itself
was not greatly splintered. Sassafras is a soft wood and splinters greatly when
broken, unless it is broken violently and with great force.

Breaking Strength of Green Sassafras

The limited data we have on the species indicates that in
the green condition it has a modulus of rupture of 6,000
pounds per square inch. If we use this average strength data
and place your 2jj? inch round piece of sassafras on supports
spaced 24 inches apart, it would require a concentrated load
at the midpoint of the specimen of 1500 pounds to break the
spedLmen. This, of course, is an average for the species,
and for any individual piece the load might be smaller or
larger than the 1500-pound value.

Courtesy of:

J. A. Liska, Chiel
Division of Wood Engineering Research
Forest Products Laboratory
Forest Service

United States Department of Agriculture
lladison, Wisconsin 53705

There was apatch of mosses about a foot from the center hole. These mosses
were not in any way damaged, either by heat or by particles thrown from the hole.
This is very important. This shows that the heat that fused the sand in the center
hole was very centralized and was confined to the hole. If an explosive was used to
make the hole, it was a highly directional blast. There were no burns marks anywhere
in the area from the burning of hot fragments. The technology used in making a
directional, powerful explosive of the type needed to produce the hole and scatter
no fragments is beyond that of most amature chemists and experimenters. Vie did not,

6. although the central hole is 27 in. in diameter, it is not perfectly symetrical.
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however, rule out the possibility of an explosion. We conducted tests on soil^samples
taken from the area to determin nitrate content. A concentration of nitrates in the
soil would indicate the use of chemical explosives. These are the results of our
tssts

Five soil samples were taken at the site of the UFO landing in Glassboro,
New Jersey. The soil is typical of southern New Jersey, being composed mainly of
sand with stones of sandstone and quartz scattered throughout. The soil is in three
layers; the first and uppermo.st.vis black with a great deal of organic material in it
and is approximately 1.5 inches in depth; the second is gray with some white and
extends down to approximately 12 inches below the surface; the third layer is brown-
urange in color and its depth was not determined, but was at least 20 inches. All
:and is silica sand (quartz) with plain "dirt".

Soil sample #1 was obtained from the bottom of the central hole (main hole,
? in Fig. 1) of the site. A test was performed on this sample, as well as the others,
i-,o determine the presence of nitrates, if any; the "brown ring test" was used. This
.-•"irst dample showed only a faint trace of nitrates. Although this sample was obtained
10 days after the reported landing, and another sample was also tested that was
obtained 8 days after the reported landing, we feel that these tests are accurate.

Soil sample #2 was obtained from the mound around the hole (H in Fig. l);
this soil appeared to be thrown or blown out of the central hole. The nitrate tests
proved negative on this sample.

Soil sample #3 was obtained at a distance of 8 feet from the center of the
central hole (E in Fig. 1), on the surface. The test for nitrates was decided to be
negative; however, coloring in the tost tube possibly indicated a very faint trace
of nitrates.

Soil sample #4 was obtained at the same location as #3, but was taken 15
inches below the surface in the brown-orange layer. The nitrate test proved to be
positive, showing the presence of nitrates.

Soil sample #5 was obtained at the bottom of the hole or impression to the
right side of the broken tree as viewed from the central hole. It was decided that
no test would be necessary on this sample.

All tests for nitrates were performed as least twice. Our conclusion is that
the central hole was not the result of an explosion of conventional chemical explo
sives. Chemical explosives usually leave nitrates at explosion sites,

September 17, 1964 Frank Kendorski, Geological Consultant

7
Report on soil- Sassafras Series-

Sassafras soils have a grayish-brown surface layer over
yellowish-brown or strong-brown, heavy sandy loam to sandy
clay loam. Beneath this is a loose sand or gravelly, sand
substratum. Excess water drains through the soils readily.

These well-drained soils have formed from sandy sedi
ments that contain little or no glauconiye. They occur
primarily east and west of the greensand belts, but some
areas lie within these belts. *** The slopes range from nearly
level to steep.

The native vegetation is a forest of mixed oaks that
contains scattered pines.

Sassafras soils occur in association with Aura, Downer,
Woodstown, and Dragston soils. They have a loose substratum,
in contrast to the firm substratum of the Aura soils. They
are thicker and contain more clay in the subsoil than the
Downer soils. They do not have mottling or pale subsoil
like the Woodstown and Dragston soils.

Forested areas have micropodzol horizons up to 3
inches thick. These horizons are in the upper part of the
profile.

The average thickness of the surface layer is 16 inches,
but the range is from 10 to 30 inches. In places rounded
quartzose pebbles, g to 2 inches in diameter ,' are scattered
over the surface and mixed through the soil horizons. They
occup^up to 20 percent of the soil mass in some places.
Normally, the pebbles are most abundant at the surface; but,
in places, especially where the soil has formed on streamed

i

7. from "Soil Survey of Gloucester County, New Jersey" Series 1959. Number 8.
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terraces, be<3s of gravel occur below a depth of 24 inches.
The thickness of the subsoil ia about 16 inches, but

the range is from 10 to 30 inches. The amount of available
moisture held by the soils ranges from low to moderate,
depending on the thickness and texture of the different
horizons. In places layers of clay occur below a depth of
30 inches.

Sassafras soils are easy to work. .They are low in
organic raatter, relatively low in clay, and low in natural
fertility. They respond well to fertilization.

The soils are well suited to nearly all the crops
grown in the country.

Saasafras loamy sand, 5 to 10 percent slopes-
This soil is similiar to Sassafras loamy sand, 0 to

5 percent slopes, except that the thickness of the surface
layer averages about 14 inches. Erosion by wind and water
is a hazard; in cultivated fields some of the original
surface layer has been removed and a few gullies have
been cut. If well managed, this soil is suited to fruit,
vegetables, and general farm crops.

Contrary to the conclusions of our geological report is Dr. Robert L.
Brown's statement on the subject. Dr. Brown is an under-professor of earth sciences
at Southern Connecticut State University. He stated that there was potassium nitrate
found in the soil indicating that explosives were used;° and furthermore it was the
work of some amateur chemist.

Dr. Brown made no explanation of the three "tripod" holes or of the broken
tree.

In a phone conversation with Colonel Bouchard, the investigations officer
at McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey, I learned the Air Force had "made available"
the samples and pictures from the area to Dr. Brown. It is Colonel Bouchard's
.irderstanding, "as far as I know", Dr. Brown did not visit the actual site, some 30
'o;les southwest of McGuire.

The "made availably", to my knowledge, did not include a chemical analysis
•'-,o determine nitrate content or anything else by Dr. Broivn or by anyone at McGuire.

Colonel Bouchard said the samples would be sent to VJright-Patterson Air
Force Base. 0hio,° for complete examination by Air Force experts. Said Colonel
Bouchard, "We only conducted the initial investigation. Vile are sending the samples
to Wright-Patterson; they'll do the rest."

Since Dr. Brown did not take any samples of his own for examination, and
since he left his statement with the Air Force at McGuire at the close of his visit,
we would like to know how Dr. Brown determined the presence of potassium nitrate
and what his views are concerning the "tripod holes" anefbrcken tree. A copy of this
report will be sent to Dr. Brown.

In drawing Figure 1., it was noted that tripod holes A and B are almost the
same distance from the center af the crater and are almost centered on the crater.

Hole C, however, is not centered.
Assuming the position of hole C could be ghanged to form a more symetrical

triangle, C would have to lie on a balancing axis; i.e., be equidistant from A and
B (see Fig. l). If the distances between A, B, and C were equal, formng an equilateral
triangle, the position of hoie C would be the spot marked D on the "balancing axis"
in Fig. 1. This "balancing axis" falls across the broken sassafras tree, and comes
very cUse to crossing the point of the break. This leads, possibly, to a very
interesting conclusion.

Before going further, I would like to present parts of an article written by
Coral Lorenzer which appeared in Fate Magazine, August 1964, pp 27-38. (For those
who are infamiliar with Fate, it is a monthly magazine which prints "True Stories
of the Strange and the Unknown". It is considered a good, accurate source of infor
mation on UFO sightings.)

These are parts of the Fate account of the UFO landing in Socorro, New Mexico
on April 24, 1964.

It is a dry, roc'^y draw within the city limits but
isolated from the town proper. Only the roofs of two barns
and a house are visible from the spot. The highway, less than
half a mile away, is hidden.

8. We found nitrates in the soil but not in the crater.

9.Air Force Headquarters for UFO investigations.
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Although there ace basic ground differences, the New Jersey site resembles
that of Socorro in that the higiway in both cases was hidden, in New Jersey by the
woods. No houses are visible from the New Jersey site; they to are hidden.

The marks left by the machine are not entirely unfamiliar to
experienced UFO investigators but to the two officers they were
strange. Four indentations apparently had resulted from landing
gear pressing into the hard, rocky earth. At another point
four circular impressions were found. The indentations were
approximately three and one half to four inches in depth, the
circular impressions a little less. Almost in the middle of
the area three-quarters of a mesquite bush was charred and
smouldering. The burning must have been intense and brief for
the weeds and earth within the ar_a bounded by the indentations
also were burned and smoking. There were no tracks.

As in the Socorro incident there were no tracks. The soil in New Jersey
was softer and would allow something of the same weight as the Socorro craft to
make holes over twice as deep. Only the center hole in New Jersey showed signs of
extreme heat. The tremendous heat generated to fuse the sand did not affect the
surrounding area at all.

A very important point relating to the markings --t the
site of the landing is the appearance of the wedge-shaped
indentations. They look as if something very heavy extended
its sup 'orting mechanism i<nd settled to earth where its weight
pushed down and consequently pushed some of the earth up and
away. Tho bushes and grasses are burned only toward the apparent
center of the area,

Here a difference is found. In the Glassboro cr.se th« indentations were not
'Vodge shaped, but they appeared to be spherically shaped at the bottom. This seems
>.> show something blunted or round at the end made the hole. AgdLn only the center
hole was affected by heat as only the center was affected in Socorro.

Nothiug from the article from Fate was found about the presence or absence
of radiation on the site. Ve did perform tests to determine whether radioactivity
was present. No radiation of any significance was found. The actual count on the
scil samples ran about seven counts per minute plus or minus three. It is our con
clusion that the area was or is now in no way contaminated by radiation of any kind.

The Frankford High School Science Research Club, UFO Investigations Team his
drawn from their findings, which have been presented in this report, the conclusions
that follow:

l..No chemical explosion was responsible for the formation of the charred
center hole.

2. The heat that fused the sand was greatly centralized and its duration was
probably short.

3.ThE three tripod holes were the result of pressure applied to the surface
of the sand. They were not dug.

4. No evidence can be found to prove the incident is a hoax.
5. We feel reasonably sure the strange narks were the result of some sort of

unknown type of vehicle, possibly interplanetary, landing in the clearing, as in the
Socorro landing.

In closing, we invite any persons hwing additional information on the
Glassboro landing to make their information available to us.

The opinions expressed in this repprt are those of the Frankford High School
Science Research Club, WO Investigations Team, and not necessarily those of the
school officials.

This report whs compiled by the members of the UFO Investigations Team.
We wish to thank Bernard Shusman of WRCV and the 'RCV news staff, Colonel

Boushard, USAF, McGuire Air Force Base, and the Glassboro Police for their valuable
information and assistance.

Your comments r.nd questions will be appreciated. Address letters to:
Frankford High School Science Researsh Club
UFO Investigations Team
Frankford High School
Wakeling St. and Oxford Ave.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19124

We wish to thank bass CLi.rk, Vice-Principal of Frankford High School, for
her invaluable assistance in making this second edition of our report possible. As
a result of Miss Clark's efforts, we are greatly indebted to the Philadelphia Daily
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News and the News Gleaner, and especially the Philadelphia Inquirer,
'.ir.d Peter Winter bio and Robert S. Ingersoll of the Inquirer staff,
tor bringin our report and findings to the interest of the general
public.

Written by Walter A. Klinger
Edited by Francis S. Kendorski, III
Stenciled by Susan Lamparter,

1st Edition October 18, 196**
2nd Edition December 1§, 196*f

Frank Kendorski, Chairman
FHS Science Research Club

Walter Klinger. Chairman
UFO Investigations Team
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NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS CGitt.-IITTEE
ON AERI/-.L ?i-'Ei'0 IEV\

1536 COMl-ylCT'CUf ,-A'E., w.. W.
w^si "ii '̂T;"' ~».<j#:. u c.

January 26*, 1965

H.C. Kawecki, Fleetwood, Pa.
N.N. Kohanowski, 3532 10th Ave.,N., Grand Forks, N.D.

Gentleman:

On January 24 I drove to Glassboro, N.J. for further investigation
of the sightings and landing report of September 5, 1964. (See U.F.O,
Investigator, V.II, No.12). I obtained samples of three of the four
types of materials found at the reported landing site and am forward
ing them separately for whatever analysis is possible:

t

Kawecki— 1. Sample of tin-like metal
2. Sample of opaque, brittle, white material which

originally was one of the squarish, translucent substances and
has shrunken and partially dissipated.

Kohanowski— 3. Flat irregular mass of fused materials found in
the central crater. (It is also very brittle and I accidentally
broke it in half while trying to package it for mailing. It may
arrive in two or more pieces, but was one continuous mass when I
obtained it).

These are samples which were obtained by Ward Campbell, 30 South
Delsea Drive, Glassboro, N.J. on the evening of September 5 while
all the markings were still fresh and before any investigators or
curiosity seekers affected the area. He has retained additional
samples, and also has some small pebbles which were scorched black.

Sincerely,

Richard Hall

Acting Director



Dr. John O. a. Pagano

CHIROPRACTOR

RIVER VIEW TOWERS

2175 HUDSON TERRACE

FORT LEE, N. J.

WIndsoh 7-0606

Jan.28,1965

Maj. Donald Keyhoe
fo NICAP
1536 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Maj. Keyhoe:

Please allow me to congratulate you on the fine
presentation you and Col.Bryan made on the Les Crain
TV show last night in spite of such adverse circumstan
ces. It's a pity the moderator considers himself more
important than his guest or the subject presented. How
ever,, all those who viewed the show in my company saw
the negative conditions with which you and Col. Bryan
had to contend and still feel you got the message ac-
cross.

In regard to the specimens collected at Glassboro-
I am forwarding them back to Ward Campbell in Glassboro
and I am sure he will in turn send them to NICAP. I had

chemists of Bendix Corp. (although they do not want this
mentioned) examin them. They had them in their possession
a considerable amount of time. Enclosed is a copy of their
opinion of them. Not much to help us prove our case but
it doesn't disprove anything either. We.still are strong
in our judgement that the Glassboro incident was a true
UFO landing in spite of the Hallowitz "confession".

I thought it advisable to inform you and NICAP of
a recent book put out by Delta books by Prof. Harlow
Shapley (Harvard). NICAP has used him as a referrance in
speaking of life on other worlds. In this book called
"A View From A Distant Star" just published by Dell Pub-
ishing Co. 750 Third Ave. New York, on pages 128,129 &
130, he completely debunks the idea of Flying Saucers and
all those connected with them. This was rather surprising
to me at first - and thought I would pass it on to you.

With every good wish to you, Mr. Hall and NICAP,
I remain

f^2«W



1-29-65

Called Atomic Energy Commission: 975-1000 - Ext. J4.07I -
Think the chemistte name was "Mr. Maddox"

He said radium dioxide is Lead 210 - is available to some

people at #186.00 for 1 Millicurie - $80 for next(commercially)

Radium does not explode.
LD



Dear Dick,

/186 Lakeside DifcLve
/Letittown, Pennsylvania

/ 19054 -^
January 31, 1965 <^>

3

Many thanks for your very kind letter of the 8th. I do n't inagine that
you'll have time to answer this — as a matter of fact, I urge you not to take
the trouble — but the events of the past couple of weeks have given me plenty ,
to sound off about and I may as well do it in your ear as anyone else's.

Before I start, however, let me assure you that no significance is to be
attached to my connection with Gene Steinberg -- as a matter of faot, his pub
lication rather nauseates me. However, I generally like to remain on personally-
friendly terms with as many people in the field as possible — whatever I think
of their alleged "accomplishments" — and, hence, as both of us were hoping to
get domi to see you we both b» thought that it would be a good idea if we went
together. I had had no idea that you had gotten involved in any personal conflict
during his vis it.

Now, about that damned mess at Glassboro, about which you must have heard
ad nauseam by now: as I mentioned to you earlier, I made an investigation there
myself, and was just as convinced as you were that the incident was genuine.
I still don't see quite how the hoax was carried out — I have attempted to con-
taot Hallowitz on the assumption that he lived in Glassboro, but Glassboro In
formation does not list him and I don't intend to ask the operators to go pawing
through every telephone book in South Jersey in an attempt to locate him. It
has occurred to me that I may be able to get his number via Glassboro State
College or the Glass Bowl bowling lanes (where he works); I shall try tomorrow.

While of course the oase must go down as a hoax unless positive evidence
is found annulling the kid's testimony, there are a number of curious points
which I would like to comment on — for whatever such comment may be worth.

(1) This business about the three college students' "going camping" one
night in the woods and digging the hole sounds a bit weird. As I see it,
there are two possibilities involved herej (a) they went camping for a lark
and then suddenly on impulse deoided to pull the wool over everybody's eyes
with a cute trick; or (b) they camped out with the «cpress purpose of perpetrating
the hoax. If (a), the following questions arise: Aren't they a little too
old for that sort of thing?. Where did they get the equipment, chemicals,
etc they claim to have used? (b) is somewhat more plausible, but still, why
would they consider it essential to camp there overnight instead of just doing
what they had to dc and scramming? And wouldn't the police have found traces
of such a camp (I don't know, I'm only asking)?

(2) "After leaving the area," reads the Woodbury Times report, "Hallowitz
found two small boys fishing and told them he had seen"i-the UFO land. This account
rather suggests that Hallowitz claimed that he was alone at the time — which is

^
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in conformance with the newspaper reports, but not of course with the true faots.

(3) Hallowitz seems to have claimed that he'd dug the crater, then "set
fire in the center of the crater and sprinkled some sulfa potassium and radium
flioxide about the area to make it appear radioactive." Now, when I spoke with
Chief Watson and fi££x Patrolman Toughill, they assured me that it would have
been impossible to dig a hole so perfectly circular — and Ward Campbell's opinion
tends to confirm this . Well, they could have been wrong — but, considering
that the hole was allegedly dug in the middle of the night, it must have been
a tip-top job of deception. (At Philadelphia International Airport, the over
cast for the night never exceeded 20$ BixxHftoua and most of the^time was nil;
nevertheless, there wasn't much of a moon to speak of, so theis couldn't have
been any significant illumination from that source — the new moon phase occurred
on the night of the 5th or the 6th.)

(4) The Woodbury paper doesn't mention what fuel was used for the fire,
but I'm told that a parallel story in one Philade^hia paper (I haven't seen it
yet) suggests that he doused the inside of the hole with kerosene or something
and then set it afire. This seems to be more or less consistent -with the
evidence.

(5) The Woodbury and Philadelphia reports do not agree on how the "tripod
holes" were made; according to the former, they were "punched out" (no further
details); but I'm told that the latter relates that they were made with dy
namite. The letter story is perfectly absurd — and, as for the former, it
seems that holes ten inches in diameter and six incheo deep deserve some more
thorough explanation than that they were ^punched out."

(6) This business about the radioactivity is peculiar. In the first piece,
I do not believe that either of the chemicals mentioned exists. It is possible
that "sulfa potassium" is someone's confusion — presumably the newspaper's —
for potassium sulfide. Albrecht, you will recall, reported that his anaVsis
disclosed the presence of "potassium nitrate, indications of sulfur and carbon"
— the first of these substances was alluded to in the debunking article in
the Newark Evening NewSjl lc/l/64. What would any of these compounds have to
dc with radioactivity? In the second place, if radium or some compound thereof
were actually scattered around the area, why is it that no one has ever (apparently)
detected any of this radioactivity? lly father, who is a health physicist, checked
certain of the samples which I picked up on the 19th of September for radioactivity,
but found nothing — and radium has quite a long half-life. (Incidentally,
I still have these samples, if they're of any use to you — I doubt very much
if they would be.)

(7) The evidence of the tree has been criticized on the grounds that
no one has any idea what the tree was like before the night of September 4,
and that its ±sis7ao±±xas abnormalities may be the result of something which had
absolutely nothing to do with thei/ incident. This strikes me as logical, although
the situation is still puzzling. The singeing of the leaves is particularly
curious. The only explanation would seem to be that Hallowitz found the
tree in an unusual condition, and, in perpetrating the hoax, only added a



"finishing touch" to it by breaking a few branches.

(8) Glassboro Captain Coppolino is repeatedly quoted as admiring Hallowitz'
intellectual brilliance, ingenuity, and inventiveness — one would think that
there was an errant genius involved. Now, while the objection that "if he's
so smart:, what's he doing at Glassboro State College?" may be unjust, still
his choice of pseudonyms does not strike me as particularly bright. His spat
with his parents and his masx leaving college to get a job at the bowling alley
also is not exactly my idea of brilliance.

(9) <4uite incidentally, I don't find it quite clear precisely what violations
he was pegged on. They were supposed to be "being a disorderly person and
issuing a false alarm," but neither seems quite applicable.

(30 ^he supporting evidenoe of the sightings is quite troublesome. Ad
mittedly thcB e two girls were a couple of giddy flibbertigibbets who had extreme
difficulty in explaining the sighting clearly to me over the phone (they kept
insisting that the UFO was only six feet away from their car when it dropped
out of sight in woods over twenty feet from the place where they stopped —
an absurdity s£. which Irene compounded when she blithely told me that it was
about six feet in diameter when they saw it last); but Mrs. Dufala seemed quite
level-headfe&f* and, as she made her sighting before she'd heard about the dis
covery of the holes, any explanation of "mass hysteria" is not quite apropos.
Furthermore, when I spoke with her, she told me that Campbell had told her that,
at about 8|00 P.M. on the 4th, a man on G,reentree Road had seen a flaming red
object when disappeared by dropping straight down. She didn't know the witness1
name; and, as I had previously spoken with Campbell and he hadn't mentioned the
alleged incident, there wasn't muoh point in my questioning him about it. I'm
rather surprised that he didn't report the sighting to you.

In addition, I dug up two supporting incidents whioh you didn't get. The
first was reported bo Glassbbaro police by a Mrs Trautz (812 Browi Lane, Clayton,
New Jersey); it was never published anywhere. Acting on the tip supplied by
the police, I went out to Clayton and interviewed Mrs. Trautz and her husband.
When I returned home, I typed up HxaBH»HxgcxH£x±i]BXK an account of the sighting,
taken from my notes; I quote it herej

At approximately 10»30 P.M. on Saturday, September 5, Mr. and Mrs.
Trautz went to bed. Mrs. Trautz lay awake for a long time, unable to
sleep. At some time before midnight, she saw through the bedroom win
dow)) (which faces the backyard, to the north of the house) a neon-white
light, the^ apparent size of the full moon at zetofith and as bright as
a spotlight, approaching her house, its apparent position above the
birdhouse to the left of the /oak tree ^fahis note makes somewhat more
sense when considered in conjunction with a photograph/ of the backyard
which I too_k7. The light appeared to be oscillating; and it is apparent
from the sequel that it was attached to the front of a larger disk.
She quickly awakened her husband and leaped out of bed to get her glasses
(she is nearsighted). As she watched, the disk veered (apparent position
a little to the left of the oak tree) and presented its bottom to the
Trautzes. The bottom showed a fluorescent ring (Mrs. Trautz compared
it to a circular fluoresBnt kitchen light), its apparent diameter



approximately that of three- inches held at arm's length. Mrs. Trautz
was able to tell that the object was very close to the hou^se, between
it and the row of houses in back of it. As it veered, it turned sharply,
righted itself, and moved away, passing over the house the apparent
position of which is in back of an oak tree. As it flew away, it
made a soft sound wfriich Mrs. TraUtz compared to that of a new car
when its motor is started. A red light was visible on its side, toward
the front, and a blue light, like a flourescent street light, was on
its back. It finally disappeared behind the trees tc the north.^i.e.,
in the direction of Glassboro^.

Mrs. Trautz estimated that its approach and its departue each
occupied thirty seconds.

Mr. Trautz did not watch the thing's movements closely, but did
confirm seeing its approach and the fluorescent ring on its bottom.

Note the interesting parallel between this and the Maysville, Kentuoky,
case of February 8, 1963, reported in the AF press release dated February 15,
1964.

The case -which follows was reported to me over the telephone by a Mr. H.
(he does not want his name given -- oh, i/Aiat the hell, I trust you — it was
Joseph Hutchinson, of Sewell Road, Barnsboro, New ^ersey). Again, this story
was never printed ~ and Mr. Hutchinson does not want his name publicized in
connection with it anywhere -- an account of how I found wjhwffkxHJb out about
it would involve a great deal of explanatory detail and wouldn't be very relevant,
By no means does he claim that what he saw was a "flying saucer" or anything
unusual. I quote my notes againj

Late in the afternoon (he does not remember the time; the sun was
low above the horizon but had not yet set) of September 13, he was working
at the Socony plant on the Deaaware River, in the vicinity of Paulsboro
(his shift is from 4«00 P.M. to midnight). As he was standing on a
platform, he saw in the sky a "glitter," like sun reflecting off metal.
It was at an estimated elevation of about 40°» in the west, although
northward of the sun's position. It seemed to be over the river. He
described its shape^as like an arrowhead, its point downward, three-
foufchs of the apparent size of the full moon at zenith from top to
point. It made no sideways movement, but "floated" slowly downward.
Hutchinson estmmated that he observed it descending for less than a
minute before it disappeared behind ss. the trees on the horizon.

Inasmuch as Carol Smith described her UFO as having "developed a tail
pointing downward" as it descended for the first tiaa, the configuration of
the Paulsboro UFO may have some significance.

Now, for weather conditions. International Airport (Philadelphia) records
note that, at 9s55 P.M. on September 5, 1964, there was no sky cover whe.tsoever,
fifteen-plus miles visibility, temperature was 69°, dew point was 48°, wind
direction was 300°, wind speed was three knots, pressure was 29.930, and
relative humility was 47$. On September 13, according to the Graphio Time Table



of the Heavens (1964), the sun set at approximately 7:10 P.M. EDT. Now, according
to Interaational Airport records, at 6:55 P.M. on that date there was a 90$
sky cover, of which 10$ was cirriform at 2500 feet, 50$ was altocumulus at
an estimated 6000 feet, 20$ was altocumulus at 12,000 feet, and 10$ was alto
cumulus at 18,000 feet. The temperature was 57°, dew point was 43°, flind direction
was 60°, wind speed was 14 knots, pressure was 29.970, and relative humidity
was 59$ — and thank God we are through with that. The amount of rain varied
widely on that date between Philadelphia (0.04 inches, ending before noon)
and Glassboro (0.48 inches, beginning about 5:55 A.M. and ending about 6:15
P.M.).

The facts given above suggest that the UFO must have been no higher than
6000 feet when first observed; if this maximum estiraate is correct, and Hutchin
son's estimate of 40° is also, a little trig indicates that the base of this
right triangb was about 7150 feet and its hypotenuse 9313 feet (very roughs
you know!) — these, remember, are maxima. If we carry this one step further,
and assume thsrt his estimate of its apparent length is correct, its actual
length could be no more than 65 feet.

Finally, with regard to the Trautz sighting, cf. the Iynn case 8/25/64,
reported on p. 6 of the Sept.-Oct. Investigator.

All of which tortuous discussion conoludes my notation of points niiich
seem to argue against the hoax explanation of the 'sighting.

May I make a suggestion which, while preserving the spaceship explanation
of the Glassboro inoident, would seem to explain the faots? I have no proof
for it except the above -(if you call that proof), but, anjrvsay, here goes

Hallowitz, as you know, had a fight with his parents around the beginning
of this math and was forced to get a job in the Glass Bowl bowling alley in
Glassboro to support himself, having HizBRdjc dropped out of college; he is now
trying to save up funds to return to college next month (the financial aspects
of ihis rather elude me, but that's what the newspaper said) — obviously, he
was in dire need of money. According to my hypothesis, to get a little extra
cash he invented a story of how he had perpetrated a ha&x and sent it to the
Glassboro Enterprise under the winningly clever pseudonjam of Hallow; the Enterprise
promptly reported it to the polioe, and Hallowitz was haled before the court.
Obviously, Hallowitz was in a tight spot; if he denied that he had perpetrated
the hoax, he would be admitting to having attempted to peddle a false story to
the newspaper (can they sue for that, or something?) He therefore felt that
it would be best to admit to the hoax and face the music — after all, what
serious charges could tl ey pin on him?

How did he gain lis knowledge of the sighting? Possibly just by the news
papers — but there is another possibility. When I spoke to Gene Steinberg
last Sunday, he told fte that Moseley had somehow contacted Hallowitz. As I
wouldn't credit Moseley with the energy or intelligence to go out of his way
to contact anybody, there may be a faint suggestion here that Hallowitz is



a subscriber to Saucer News — although wouldn't it be a riot if he were a
NICAP member?

I tried to phone Moseley earlier thi evening, but he wasn't hope, so I
can't confirm this.

I realize that I am a little late getting on the Hallowitz trail, but I
now find myself a helpless viotim of senioritis in its more virulent forms
— and if you don't know what that means, cnmnt yourself lucky. Anyway, I'm
going to make e few oalls to Glassboro, and will probably follow this up in
a few days with a postscript or two.

By the way, I dragged up a sharp out-of-context description of Adamski
and his ilk — from 1 Henry 17, Act III, scene 1»

sometimes he angers me
With telling me...such a deal of skimble-skamble sttff
As puts me from my faith. I tell you what:
He held me last night at least nine hours
In reckoning up the several devils' names
That were his lackeys: I cried "hum," and "well, go to,"
But mark'd him not a word. 0, he is as tedious
As a tired horse, a railing wife;
Worse than a smoky house; I had rather live
With cheese and garlic in a windmill, far,
Than feed on cates and have him talk to me

In any summer-house in Christendom.

My best to the Major and Mrs. Day.. Happy Candlemas.

Yours,

a

<«« *&dL<y\Zj,^' y s y sA .
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Henry C. Kawecki
Consulting Engineer

Box 151

Fleetwood, Pa.

February 4, 1965

National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena
1536 Connecticut Ave., N. ¥.
Washington 36, D. C.

Att: Mr. Richard Hall RECEIVED TcD

Dear -Mr. Hall:

Attached are photocopies of our
laboratory reports on the two samples
of material you sent me from the
Glassboro, N. J. site. These are
spectrographic analyses and it appears
that the metallic material was essen
tially commercial tin and the other
material was predominately sodium
silicate.

I was surprised to have received
these materials from you after having
read in the newspaper recently that
the occurence was a hoax. However I
am sending you these analyses for what
they are worth.

Yours very truly,
r

HCK: js

Tel: (A.C. 215)

WH-4-8080

5 ',909

\7
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186 lakeside Drive
Levitt own, Pennsylvania
19054

February 7, 196§"~

Dear Dick,

Brother'. I knew NICAP is an old hand at getting prompt
first-hand information, but Arxag driving all the way up
to Glassboro to check into this thing.... My tarboosh is
off to youI

For an interesting parallel to the Glassboro series,
see John Ferguson's Objective Journal of UFO, July-August
1964, p. 42, which gives a first-hand account of a good
sighting made from Prascott, Arizona, in early June.
The UFO was like a "red balloon, lighted from inside,"
seaa naneuvered erratically, hung motionless at one point,
and eventually saaxsJxHJStxfcs disappeared behind the moun
tains., .but see the Journal for full details.

While we are busy digging up parallels, try the case
from Spring Valley, Nevada (6/25/64 — "fouraided, upside-
down pyramid") and those Georgia sightings Bfll of UFO's
described as a "fiery red...flying top" from the second
week of July, 1964. If they are put alongside the Smith-
Hitter and Hutchinson sightings, an odd pattern (?) begins
to emerge.

Again, my best to the Major and Mrs. Day.

Sincerely,

4£2^_

X

I^Thi '< r*V •i'*



February 8, 196£

Mr. Henry C. Kawecki
Box l£l
Fleetwood, Pa.

Dear *fr. Kawecki:

Thank you for the analysis report on the Glassboro, N.J.
samples. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter,
and such assistance Is invaluable*

I forwarded the samples to you because an investigation
trip to Glassboro, during which I spoke to ,rr. Campbell at
length and he supplied the samples, satisfied me that the
case by and large Is not a hoax. There were a number of
Independent witnesses who saw a UFO near, above* and enter*
ing into the oak forest ufaere the markings were found.

It is quite possible that the alleged hoaxter entered the
scene thereafter and—for his own purposes—has confused the
issue; however, he could not tell a straight story and the
story he did tell contradicted several facts carefully est
ablished by Mr. Campbell.

Tie have not yet heard from Prof. Kohanowski concerning his
analysis of the conglomerate sample.

We would like to acknowledge your help, but if you nave
any objection to being named in the U.F.O. Investigator
please let me know.

Thanks again.
Sincerely,

1 ^ • ••lC.
Richard Hall

RHth Acting Director
ccj Ward Campbell
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vn February 20th, 1965
3532-10th Ave N
Grand Forks, N.D.

58201

Mr. Richard Hall, Acting Director
Nat'l Investigations Committee on

Aerial Phenomena

1536 Connecticut Ave N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hall: Re: Yours of January 28th.

I have now finished the analyses of the white crustiform material
that you had obtained at Glasboro, N. J. Two of my Geochemical Exploration
students have also carried out parallel analyses - partly to confirm
my own findings, partly for their own training and partly because of
their interest in such matters. Thus, the following is a tripple checked
result of investigation.

Macroscopic Examination. The white crustiform material is a porous mass
of low temperature compounds that solidified or became indurated "hen
deoosited on some sandy surface. Thus, on the underside of fragments tbese
contain embedded pebbles ^composition - ferruginous quartz). The underside
is also irregularly stained with various hydrates of ferric oxide (rusty
looking). The material is partially soluble in water leaving a silicate
residue. What is water soluble gives a somewhat nauseating salty taste.

Chemical Analysis. All analyses were carried out by the so-called "Spo*
Test" technique which permits analyses of quantities as small as pinhead,
yet yield quite precise results - if individual methods are properly
selected.. The following components were found:

Aluminum, plenty
Ferrous iron - a slight trace,
Ferric iron - a trace in white fractions, much - in red-brown,
Magneiusm - appreciable,
Calcium - more than mapnesium,
Sodium - much,
Lead - a trace (possibly)
Sulfate radical - a little,
Carbonic acid radical - much,
Chlorine - much.

Siliceous ecid - much.
Microscopic Examination. The crust, consisiting of several cenwnds of
different grain sizes, appears to babe become indurated on drying and in
that time has occluded some sand an' gravel grains.

Conclusions. The mixture constituting this material resolves onto :
Sodium carbonate - ordinary soda,
Sodium chlorides - ordinary table salt,
Zeolites - 2 under saturated" silicates.

In terms of compounds of terrestrial origin (which are ,-rro familiar



1

to us), I should define this material as

DISCARDED AESORBENT FRCM SOME WATER SOFTENING DEVICE.

N.K. -2.

Noting that Mr. Kawecki and I were teamed together in this investigation,
I am taking liberty of sending him a copy of this letter. On my part I will

( be very much obliged to hear of his results.

Lately we havs had a rash of sighting in this corner. I am enclosing a
copy of a newspaoer story on sighting at Hibbing, tfin. Two days later there
were report of 2hsfats of blue light" seen near Dickinson in North Dakota.

The stories of blue light in North Dakota, although witnessed by highway
patrolmen (as well ss others) are quite conflicting and apparently constitute
nothing more than just experiences of light reflections in windows of curved
glass.

With b-?st wishes

.N. Kohanowski



Dear Dick:

received::-- ~ k

Tuesday, February 23, 1965

Many thanks for the various items recently received. I should have acknow
ledged them sooner. Mr. Kennedy's letter is a little bit provoking, isn't
it. What does he mean by that "slice of pie" opening? Nevertheless, the
additional details are useful in this quite fascinating case. Have you any
idea who shushed Blackburn?

m

As for the Hartle case, and those little men with white hair, goatee, and
reddish-blue skin, I am completely baffled. Also, I gnash my teeth at the
thought of those complacent adults who refused to investigate the children's
stories.

Mr. Hicks, on the other hand, I am not about to believe, although I shall
always be grateful to hira for the river Spinks, a truly ineffable boner.

Gordon Evans has a rumor about another child-reported occupant, this one in
Hudson, New York, recently. Since he heard about it third or fourth hand,
neither he nor I feels optimistic, but he spends all his week-ends in Hudson
and will stalk the rumor with a tape recorder.

I think I like NICAP's new small stationery; but why not an extra-terrestrial
satellite on the moon?

You are probably still uo to your ears in correspondence, therefore please do
not trouble.:- to look up the answers to the following unless it won't take
much of your time: Have you a copy of that Navy chart showing shapes of UFOs
to be watched for on our ships? Have you a list of early UFO organizations,
before 1952?

I have my fingers crossed, hoping you will be able to spend that three or four •
days in New York Mext month. We should have a bang-up party, with the Cecins
and Taylors, Gordon Evans, etc. And when UFOs pall, you can discuss the Warren
Report i-dth Sylvia. She is doing a superlative job, better than anyone else
anywhere is doing. Whether you personally agree with her or not, her knowledge
of the report, the hearings, and the exhibits is unequalled. She and I are
taking a course at the New School given by a lawyer, and she knows more about
the facts of the testimony than the professor and the class put together.

Lex has just told me that he hasn't mailed you the results of his tests on
the Glassboro sample yet, so I'll enclose it with this. . — a vet-

Please remember me to Ray and Joan, and ask her to give my best to the cats.

Please don't be disconsolate when I report to you that Yonah considers "The
UFO Evidence" to be "too scientific." I had hoped that Peru had swallowed him
up permanently, but he's back and he and Jim M. have been on Randi's show twice
lately. I myself can't listen to him for more -than $ seconds after I hear
that unctuous pomposity of a voice, but I get information from people who can
endure him longer. My sister says he sounds like a walrus.

Now I must get back to the Little Men. With best wishes, as always,
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February 25, 1965

V/ard Campbell
30 So. Delsea Drive
Glassboro, N.J.

Dear Ward:

I am enclosing the results of a test of the cube-like
material run on an infrared spectrophotometer by Lex Mebane
in New York. He very kindly sent me a duplicate copy, in
fact I had not expected him to go to so much personal expense
and trouble when I left a small sample of the material for
him on my trip to N.Y.

Unfortunately,all of the conclusions are rather negative,
and suggestive of a hoax. Perhaps our "friend" Hallowitz
did have a hand in it—after the apparently legitimate sight
ings.

Mebane*s comments are lengbhy and our Verifax is out of order
at the moment, but I'll try to send a copy later. A few pert
inent extracts:

"The Kawecki spectroanalyses seem pretty straightforward...
(re: the "cube") Some sort of sodium silicate it certainly
must be /b"ut this/ is far from a complete identification
/Because there are many variants, one "a common industrial
chemical used as a soap ,extender.,^7»».The results enclosed
verify the Kawecki identification, and show that the 'cube*
is closer to silica gel /silicic acidj than to Na2Si<J>_ in
constitution, but not identical with either... •*
"I suppose that the cubes must have consisted of gelatinous,

highly hydrated, somewhat alkaline "silica gel". On standing in
a dry atmosphere, the water is slowly lost, and the gel dries
out...Certainly the preparation of such ♦gelatinous* silicate
cubes would be easy enough—the materials are readily available
and dirt cheap. (Especially, paxakps perhaps, in a town where
glassmaking is the local industry!"

Please let me know if there are any new developments which
shed light on the Hallowitz affair.

Sincerely,

Acting Director



Bear Mr. Campbell:

$Ms is in reply to your request for information on the
Glassboro, Hew Jersey, UFO incident.

!Ehis incident was determined to be a hoax by Investi
gating personnel from McGuire Air Force Base, Hew Jersey.
Civil authorities subsequently determined the Instigator of
the hoax. A copy of an article from the Philadelphia
Bulletin regarding the perpetrator is attached for your
information.

Sincerely,

1 Atcb

Article \ v7:i

Mr. Ward C. Campbell
30 S. Delsea Drive
Glassboro, liev Jersey

S. -Jol:- - ;
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September 10, 196U (Thursday), 10 a.m. news broadcast over WOR; transcript of text

dictated to id over telephone/ by WOR News Secretary:

i

In New Jersey today Air Force investigators will take a look at 15 mysterious

holes in the ground near apeach orchard in.Giassboro (about 15 nd. s. of Camden).
/

The holes, in a clearing near Frank Sergi/s orchard, were discovered last week-end

after reports of a red glow in the sky./ The holes are in a circle about 20 ft. in

diameter that appeared to have been scorched. The b±xh±b center hole is cone-shaped, 2 ft,

deep and nearly 1 yd wide. Eleven u-inch holes are grouped around ±* the main hole.

Three more form a 25-foot triangle. Glassboro patrolman Robert Toughill says it's

possible it was a hoax but he'd like to know how it was done. A spokesman at McBuire

AFB says the AF is not officially imresUgating but 3 experts are being sent to examine

the location. ((A<U ^t^ff/g^

*V
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Are They Sureipacelr^Mxll/ASTHoax'
Spedal to the Daily News Jj i_„. t„i j «.

GLASSBORO, N. J—Re4 legJeJ-told the C0P he and twovc \> buddies faked the spaceport. it? Also, it cannot be purchas-'
ed without a license from the''
Atomic Energy Commission. |:

2—Handling the stuff is ex-|-
tremely dangerous. How come j
Hallowich is still well? I

3-A bent tree at the site'i *
could only have been folded!)
by heavy machinery, or the!l
combined weight of more thanI
10 men. Unless, of course, one!<
of them was superman. |<

Campions doesn't say what J
he is trying to prove, but one!-'
thing is perfectly obvious. If j
you see, a little green man't
walking around, doq't tell i
Michael Hallowich. <If

member the big fuss hert
last September when some
nervous citizens discovered,
a few odd-shaped holes in
|the ground?

The site glowed like an A.A.
reject's nose and it was slight
ly radioactive.

Naturally some citizens ar
rived at the only logical con
clusion: A spaceship had
landed.

UNFORTUNATELY, that il
lusion was shattered. Michael
Hallowicfc, 18, a dropout from
Glassboro State Teachers Col-

He said they punched holes in
the grounds and the area
'with a small amount of radium
dioxide to make it appear
radioactive.

Hallowich got off with a
$10 fine.

Now, however, Michael J
Campione, director of Aamal-
gamated Flying Saucer Clubs
of America, Inc., of 202 New
Albany Rd., Cinnaminson,
submits the following deduc
tions :

- lr-£adium Dioxide costs a
small fortune, so how was the:

-Hallowich crew able to buy '

//cr
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AF Probes 15 Holes In GlassBoro
GLASSBORO (AP) - Fifteen I

mysterious holes ui the ground j
near a peach ot chard here come
under the scrutiny of the Air
Force investigators today.

The Air Force has called the
appearance of the holes an "un
usual circumstance," and local

I police don't know what to make
| of them.
I Thre investigators, represent-
Iing Air Forue Intelligence,

Ground and Air Safely and Di-|
sastcr Control, were being sent!
to this Gloucester County com
munity 30 miles south of Phila
delphia to examine the holes "and
the clearing in which they ap
peared.

The holes were discovered
last weekend after reports of aa
unusual red flow in the sky over
the wods.

In a claering among tall oaks

(ffl tyi q/c I 7 .
/!££>-v/,'_ T; NEW YORK POST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1964 20

AF Probes Mystery Holes in N. J.
By AL ELLENBERG

More than a thousand curi
osity seekers have all but ob
literated the 15 mysterious holes
discovered in a clearing near
the.farming community of
Glassboro, N.J. ^

Investigators from McGuire
Air Force Base are scheduled
today to scrutinize what's left
of the geometrically arranged
cavities near Frank Sergi's
peach orchard.
Landing' or Joke?

Most of the townspeople
think the holes are some kind
of hoax, but some, like Patrol
man Warren Milts, have their
doubts. *

"Either something landed

there," says Mills, who was
among the first to see the holes,
"or else somebody is going to
an awful lot of trouble just
for a joke. The funny thing
was, there were absolutely no
footprints around at all."

The first hint that something
out of the ordinary was going
on down by the peach orchard
came Friday' night when res
idents of the community, about
20 miles south of Philadelphia,
reported seeing an eerie red
glow over the woods.

"You had to"se£ it to believe
it," recounts MillSsJE circle of
scorched earth was found about
20 feet across. "In the center
was this one large hole, shaped
like a con4 with the small part
at the bottom. The hole was
about 3% feet deep and 30
inche* across the top.
27-FooA Triangle

"The funniest thing, though,
were three holes that looked as
if they'dJ^en made by a giant
tripod.',' The three holes, Mills
said, formed a 27-foot triangle

enclosing 11 smaller holes in a
circle.

Bits of metal and sand appar
ently fused into glass by intense
heat were reportedly -found in
the center hole. Trees and shrub
bery surrounding the clearing
were brdkenand scorched.

On Tuesday night, two young
women driving in Glassboro re
ported seeing a reddisjL object
hovering in the area close b-v
Sirgi's farm, f^: '-.•"•

"They're bothV pretty sober
girls," Mills said, "and they
don't sgem the type to make up
a story like that."

near Frank Sergi's peach or- j
rhard, a circle of ground about j
20 feet across was found that

appeared to b« scorched by in-1
tense heat.

In the center of tfie circle was
a connal hole 30 inches across

the top and more than two feet
deep. Eleven 4-inch holes were
grouped around the main hole
and three more holes formed a
25-foot triangle enclosing the
olhprs. " ~1

Bits of meUl and what ap- [
poarcd to be sand that fu>ed m- j
to glass were found in the big i
hole. !

One oak tre near the clearing
was partially upiooted and had

':, broken limbs. Leaves on otter
!trees appaered singed.

-I Police investigated the site
i Saturday after receiving rtporat
I of a reddish glow hi the sky.
' Chief Everett Watson and Pa-

i trolman Robert Touphill found
| the holes and described them.

It's possible that it was a
hMM," said TougbjU, "but if itj
was I'd like ot know bow it was j
done." !

A spokesman at McGuire Air
Force Base said yesterday the
Air Force had not been asked
officially to investigate the phe
nomenon, but tfee U*6»jsfficials
were being sent; {• «$m| *fe
site and pwifetf npcsWr spwt
mans for sudysis.
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rovides Mystery
A red glow in the sky re

ported by boys fishing in Glass-

W-o, led„£6iice to discovery of
a myster&as crater Saturday
afternoon in tlie northeastern

section of the borough.

A I %-foot hole was found in

the woods back of Focer St.,
where the heat in the small

crater had been so extreme that

k fused sand particles together,

police said
To add further excitement to

the mystery, what appeared to

be tripod marks were left in the

earth, about 27 feet apart, and

overhead tree branches were

broken off.

One theosy is that a satellite
may have plunged to earth and

jburned up.
Another conjecture is that an

"outer space" craft may have
jmade-a lanthngT'

So far, however, Glassboro po
lice said today that no one has
reported seeing any little green
mm wandering about town.

Police said officials' at Mc-

j'Guire Air Force Base at Ft. Dix
have been notified of the mys
tery.

\>c\> \y "Times
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GLASSBORO, ENTERPRISE, GLASSBORO, N. J.

Police, USAF Officials
e ••Mystery Mere

. Glassboro police officials, cooper
ating with authorities -.at McGuire
Air Force Base and representatives-
of the Unidentified Plying Objects
team in Dayton, O., are still con
ducting a probe into the mysterious
cra-ter found by two young youths
in - the wooSs off Focer Street "last
Saturday. -

According to local officials, dis
covery of fhejcirole of charred earth
in the \ wooded area, near Wai'B's
Lake,was_ reported. bj _V.Taif4;-CapiiM>
bell, Sr., of 30 Delsea Drive, Glass
boro, who led police to the spot af
ter being given information of the
-mysterious markings by his two
sons, Ward, Jr., 11, and Donald, 8,

The youths reported they were'
fishing in the lake area on Satur
day when they were-approached by
a man about 20 years old. The man,

•still unidentified although an ap
peal , has been made for him to
come forth, told the youths of see
ing a red glow in. the sky.on Fri
day night, and that a red, glowing
object had landed in the oak forest
just a short distance from the lake.
The boys investigated the strangers
report, leading to notification of
Glassboro officials.

The mysterious crater is describ
ed as being a few feet in diameter-,
with the center containing particles
of sand that'had been fused togeth
er by extreme heat. Adding to the
mystery; however, are what appear
to be tripod marks remaining in
the scorched earth surrounding the
crater. Broken tree limbs above
the site attest as to either- an entry,
or exit, of some vehicle.

While no official word has as yet
been given for the finding, local of
ficials feel that it .was probably in
duced by some amateur rocket en
thusiast who has sent his own
"space craft" into the night;

Baffle Police at Glassboro
By FRANK TOUGHILL

Of The Bulletin Sttff

; Glassboro, N. J., (Sept. „ —
Tte Police Department here has
a;myslery on its hands. - |

The mystery centers on somei
Weird marks which werediscov-!
eped in an oak forest four miles.
northeast <4 town. !
.•i&JRUce Chief Everett Wationj

-described the marks as a circle,
of chareed earth around a hole
abeat two feet on each stdc.

Ufa • fifeed ,\ i
•C£ief Watson said there were

three; marks which looked like!
tfijey were mode by the legs0of a
B^[e trjpod. ;: '< ;-' !

These mfrks were two inches j
indiameter;and six inches deep:|
They werelS?? fesL.apart, form-i
irtg a triangle.-*^

A' telephone call from Wsrd,

5^

'<W

Campbell, Sr., of 30 S. Pelsea
drive, alerted police to the mys
tery.

Campbell said the hole was
discovered by his two sons,
War<J, Jr., 11, and Don, eight.

Saw Fiery Object

Campbell said the boys were
fishing on Ward's Lake when
they were approached by a man
about 20, shortly after 3 P. M.
vcsicitlay.

The man told the -toys that
he had seen a red glow in the
.xkv on l-riday evening shortly
after dusk The man sai'8 a red
glowing obpect had lanled in
the forest about a hah" mile from
the lake.

The bovs investigated &e
storv and the charred arftfr
abmi' 1 00« varrts nff Forcer St.

aq-.l a few rtrnkep nee limbs.*0/l A

SVhir ^li'l^j-

4

\
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COURIER-POST, Camden, N. J.

, Wednesday, September 9,1964

Air Force to Probe

Glassboro 'Mystery'
GLASSBORO — Investigation of

the "mystery" marks found last
Saturday' in an oak forest two
miles northeast of here has been
turned over to McGuire Air Base.

Local police said they don't
{bow what the Air Force plans
to do, but there has been specula
tion that an on-the-spot investiga
tion will come soon.

The marks were a triangular
shaped series ;of holes which ap
peared to have been formed by
a 'huge tripod. There was a
larger hole in the middle of the
triangle, and the surrounding
earth was charred.

Some persons have suggested
the marks were formed by a fly
ing saucer.

-PITTSBURGH F@ST4SA2OTTE!

'Mystery
GLASS BOKO, N. J.,

ttt '-'L.
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Police, USAF Officials
Probe 'Mystery' Here
. • "-' Glassboro police officials, cooper-

' a ting with authorities at McGuire
Air Force Base and representatives

i' of the Unidentified Flying Objects
,eam in Dayton, O., are still con
tacting a probe into the mysterious
crater found by two young youths

! in the woods off Focer Street last
Saturday.

According to* local officials, dis
covery of Jhe circle of charred eaapj
in the, swJj-ided, area near Warq£
take'^^oltei by Ward Camp
bell, Sr., of 30 Delsea Drive, Glass
boro, who led police to the spot af
ter being given information .of the
mysterious markings by his two
sons, Ward, Jr.. 11, aip Donald, 8.

The youths reported they were
fishing in the lake area on Satur
day1 when they were approached by
afHi&n about 20 years old. The man,
sjMl' unidentified although an ap
peal has been made for, "him to
come forth, told the youths of see
ing a red glow in the §ky on Fri
day night, and that a red, glowing
object had landed in tlie oak forest
just a short distance from the lake.
The boys investigated the strangers
report, leading to notification of
Glassboro officials.

The mysterious crater is describ
ed as being a few feet in diameter,
with the center containing particles
of sand that- had been fused togeth
er by extreme heat. Adding to the
mystery, however, are what appear
to be tripod marks remaining in
the scorched earth surrounding the
crater. Broken tree limbs above
the site attest as to either an entry,
or exit, of some vehicle.

"While no official word has as yet
been given for the finding, local of
ficials feel that it was probably in
duced by some amateur rocket en
thusiast who has sent his own
"space craft" into the night. \\

i
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%PI
Sfpi.- The holes were discovered

110 (AP)- Air Force in\fitiga-• last weekend after reports of
tors photographed ami dia- an unusual rsd glow In tfre

:grammed 15 myoterious heirs ^ky over the woods.
| in the ground today and pre- j
pared to send heir material, a *

j to the Air I oice3 Unidentified
Flying Objects (UFO) Center.

I! The dia^rrams and pictures,'
I: together with samples of ma-!
', tertsl taken from the holes,
,were to be flow,, to the 1INFO '
'center at Wrlght-Pnterson Air
Force Base, near Dayton,
Ohio, within the next 24 hours,

three more holes formed a
23-fcot triangle enclosing
the others. !

Bits of metal and what ap-:
pearerl to be sand thai fused ;
into glass were found in the i
big hole. I1

"It's possible that it was a I
hoax but if it was I'd like to j
know, how it was done" ;
Patrolman Robert Toughill!
said.- |

| The spokesman at McGuire |
Air Forre Bass declined to |

i an Air Force spokesman said.

among;
of jrrounct

about 2© feel across was

found that .tppeared to b.-
scorched by faiense heal.

In tks center of the cirHe
was a conical hole 80 inches
across 4he top anri more
thsat two f©ei deep. Kleven
4-Inch holes were grouped
around

- --r~—

elaborate on what the invest*
the main bole, and v gators found.

^V
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AF studies Jersey 'UF
Air Force invest:ganors pho

tographed and diagramed 15

mysterious holes in the ground
yesterday near Glassboro and

prepared to send their material
to the Air Force's Unidentified
Flying Objects Cemter.

The diagrams end pictures,
together with samplings of mi-
tonal taken tram the holes, were
to be ffiown to the UFO center
at Wright-Paterson Air Force
Base, near Dayton, Ohio, within
the next 24 hours, an Air Force
gpokssmaa said.

The holes were discovered last

weekend after reports of an un
usual red glow in the sky over
che woods.

In a clearing among tall oaks,
a circle of ground about 20
feet across was found, that ap
peared to be scorched by in
tense h^U.

in the center d the circle
was ,a conical .fcote 30 Jnchea
aorosi the top and more than
two feet deep. Eleven 4-inch
holes were grouped around the
main note, and three more holes
formed a 25-foct eiangle en
closing the atit&s.

Bits of metal and what ap

peared to be sand thai fused

into glass were fr,und in the big

hole.

"It's possible tnat It was a
hoax but if it was I'd like to
know how it was done" Patrol

man Robert Toughill said.
The spokesman a& McGuire

Air Foroe base declined to elab
orate on what the investigators
found.

He said three officers, rep
resenting Air Force intelligence,
ground and air eaiety and dis
aster control were sost to Glass

boro in Gloucester county some

THE STAR-LKOGER,

20 miles southeast of Pmladel-

phia to investigate "an unusual
circumstance."

"We can't say one way or
another," he said yesterday af
ter the mei returned from tlie

site.

However, he said the UFO cen
ter ad Wright-Paterson had failed
to find anything' "substantial"
in its 16 years of analyzing and
processing more than 8,000 re
ports of unidentified flying ob
jects. |
The spokesman said a report ,

was expected from tte center ,
sometime next weak. I
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Martians? Saucers? Monsters?
l/o, Just the Kids Next Door

, By EDWARD EDELSON
Of the World-Telegram Staff

It all started very quietly,
as most good science fiction
stories do, with reports of a
strange red glow in the air

- over the woods near Glassboro,
N, J., last weekend. c\'a -

Then someone found 15 mys
terious holes in a clearing
among the tall oaks. There
,was a 30-inch-wide conical hole
in the center of a 20-foot
scorched circle.

The large hole contained
some strange, unearthly mate
rial. Grouped symmetrically
around it were 11 four-inch
holes. Three more holes form
ed a 25-foot triangle inclosing
tne others.

The investigative apparatus
*qf;the Air Force swung into

aetion. A six-man team was
sent out to take pictures of

J$ae area and gather samples
of the material in the holes.

Preparations were made to fly
the samples to the Unidentified
Flying Objects Center at
Wright - Paterson Air Force
Base in Ohio, which investi
gates such things.

The public information of
fice at McGuire Air Force in

New Jersey was busy handling
telephone calls from news
papers about the holes. Re
ports were typed up, initialed
and forwarded.

Today the word came from
the office of the secretary of
the Air Force in Washington

"Probably a children's prank,"
a spokesman said. "The ma
terial in the hole included tin
foil and firecrackers. The holes
were hand-dug. The official
Air Force interpretation is
that is was definitely a hoax."

And in the air 'over Glass
boro, mysterious laughter
floated. ,
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Metal-Like Substance

Studied by AF Team
GLASSBORO — Six Air Force

investigators yesterday took back
to McGuire Air Base samples
of a "black metal substance"
found in-the soil where mysterious
marks were discovered last Satur
day in an oak forest two miles
northeast of here.

Ptl. Robert Toughill said the
metal-like substance was ,to be
analyzed by Air Force scientists.
The investigators examined the
site and- took pictures. Police said
the Air -Force team also ques
tioned Mrs. Frieda Dufalo, who
lives on ••Focer St., near the site
where the-marks were discovered.
She said she saw a "red glow" in
the'-sky Saturday night, following
the discovery of thel strange
marks.

The investigating team was
headed by Air Force Maj. Hplp-

wach and Capt. Paltrier. They

were accompanied; to' the site by
local Police Capt. Phillip Copp"-
lino,•Ptl'. Toughill and.Ptl. Joseph
Pisasale.

The marks, ''a- triangular^&r-
rangemeht of holes with a larger
h,6le in 'the center and surrounded
by charred earth, were originally
discovered Saturday by two young
brothers. 1 ' •

They had been fishing at a
nearby lake when they were ap
proached by .an unidentified young
man who told them he. had,' seen
a red glow in the sk>^Friday
evening after which a red glowing
object'landed in the forest. -' '

• By AL MORAY

GLASSBORO — Here we
n — Flying saucers, yet.

The Air Force won't talk, but
0 team of experts from its Un
identified Flying Objects center
at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, near Dayton, Ohio, visited
this Gloucester County commun
ity Thursday. They made meas
urements, took samples of sand
fused Into gloss and made nu
merous photographs

What were they up to7
Patrolman Robert Tou#iill of

the local ppHde department said
thai an unusual ghjs? in the sky
was reported neartoy last week-
end. A triangular shaped series Iwhen a similar aircraft (before
of 14 hotes, surrounding o 30-inchj «nan teamed to fry) set daoa on
Indentation nnd measuring aboutftne aesan'a surface aifiJ promptly

go

25 feet across, was discovered in
a wooded area soon after. A 20-
foot patch of ground appeared to
hav© bean seared.

TrtH. officei said It'B possible
the whole affair is a hoax. 'But
I'd like to know how'it was done"
he said.

Bita. of o metallic substance
tradhhe rased rand were oolteeted
from tho oppressions and ro*
turned to the UFO center for

. Air Force spokesmen decline to
etefcorate on what the invostiga-
tor| found.

iur Forco spokesmen are rana-
l» very verbal when the subject
w UFOs rears its unrwetoome
tsad.

&&ot£$i tho Mr Force aiain-
tains the IFFO center, complete
with invostigBtivG personnel ned
evaluating• equipmeEt,' It
the existence afv-siich contrap
tions. Tho wilt- is bow K years

: Reports of fighter pilots, &$
to have chased tha "things," aai

frighting agceunto -fey experienced

/vcr

Tuesday* Sept. 15," 1964-

Htght crows aboard commercial
airliners are officially discounted
by tho unit.

As was the official comment
last week regarding the local in
veotiganon, the Air Force de
scribes such sightings as "an un
usual circumstance."

Investigators such as Donald
Kehoe, science writer, pilot and
proponent of the UFO belief, have
compiled .reports of many sight
ings. An entry in the log of an
old-time sailing vessel describee
the hovering over the-sea of a
round Tying object. Another ac
count by a oailmg vessel captain
relates how "thej eea boiled"

a

sank

Mr. Kehoe has reported that
an Army colonel was called to
the screen of a radar set (p vfaw
the aaheardof-antics of 6 UFO.
The craft was said to have made
vertical and horizontal mflnuev-
ers at "fanbjetic speeds" and to
have.changed course in ^oc&*a
K$id laaoras- as to ba "iffife>.
fieve4>le.w

OpponeatB emJIe wryly at tho
ssry sjentfen of UFO.- "Catch
me one, aosKrH believe It," they
say.ineffto.

"Estate- mo," retort UFft be-
Havers. "YW denj> their: ex-
istccea. SoU, you' spend <good
mon^' gw a research center to
bw©Etigate r^arted sighting "

A report tKBa the Ohio UFO
ceater is e^qpscted this weak, ac
cordin§ G» fsjiair Force spokes-
twin./.: \ - • _ :

Paffcfipq a'BPf^tlitSn't Visit thio
borough . retafejg'. But. Patroi-
raan ToughSt, ctiH ponders tfca
sariea $ fosft&cn Mea, left.by
a cfjntf^ar® js^ttJ^ cej«£Sla
of melting ms§ fiw"g!&3a.
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Flying Saucer Scare
Hoax, Says Scientist

By LAWRENCE McMULLEN

Courier-Post Staff

(jMsSBORO —A college pro- sistant information
fess^jT of earth science has
claijn^fjfe^fce flying saucer
"scare? at (jjsjssboro is a-hoax.

Tlie;mysfe|y'began twiKweeks
^6go wllen a^Wangular'̂ jrrange-

ment-opf holes with*"a* larger
holejtr crater, were discovered
in -an oak io'rest two miles,
northeast of here. ,'

Investigators ' said . the sur
rounding earth was charredi
Speculation has been rife >that
the marks were caused by a
flying saucer.

Robert L. Brown,, associate
professor of earth science at
Southern Connecticut State Col
lege, said, "An examination of
the particles and photographs
taken in the area indicates this
is nothing more than a hoax."
,; The professor said undamaged
roots in the crater at the site
proved digging and not a blast
caused the t crater. Professor
Brown djd'\&fi«it fusion of the
surroundjng ^arth took place,
but he said, the nature <jf the

;'-blast which caused |̂bJ*T$;not
•.known:' He:?sp^A^fe^racjce'ned
appearance'm'tpe* surrounding

.'earth is proBjaDly,the\:result of
Sli excess-; ijf eaVbon used in a
'gunpowder mixture.

"Analysis of potassium ni
trate .(a gunpowder ingredient)
found, in the area confirms the
hoax," the professor concluded.,

Capt. John W. Goodson, as1-

officer at
McGuire Air Base, said the Air
Force will take no official stand
on the incident until analysis of
particles found-at- the site is
cpmpTe'te. The particles were
sent t^^eadquarters ,of /-Air
F5Mr^^^fiar,Ch.riand Devplop-
m^ft' aw*\fe^it Patterson- Air
B'ase,>D&$^the captain/said.
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UFO in Glassboro?

SSrT. f

Schoolboy Sleuths
:Fmd 'Evidence' of
Space Ship Landing

. By ROBERT S. INGERSOLL ^
' ' ' Of The Inquirer Staff

REMEMBER the excitement in Glassboro, N. J., early in
September when charrpd earth and mysterious holes

. in a wooded area'touched off rumors an Unidentified.
1FlyingJ^biect had landed?'Well, a .couple'of schoolboy
>sleuths from Philadelphia's— —'— —-^
jFrankford High School, bul
ling themselves the "UFO In
vestigations Team" of the
', school's Science Club, have
just completed an exhaustive
investigation of the matter.
j Their findings?

"We feel reasonably sure the
j strange marks were the result
J of some sort of unknown type

of vehicle, possibly interplan
etary, landing in the clearing."

For 15 cents, a detailed ac
count of the boys' investigation,
complete with diagrams .-and
maps, can be purahased at the
school.

Walter Klinger and Frank
Kendorski, who make the inter
planetary'hypothesis, have not
commented on the sale of their

;document, but did state they
'will mail a copy to Dr. Robert
•L. Brown, of Southern Connecti
cut State College, who also in
vestigated the phenomenon.

L Brown, a professor of earth
sciences, had found potassium

'nitrate in the soil at the site,
,indicating explosives, which he
attributey to the work of an
amateur chemist.

z„ k&aj jji>y

jj^LINGER • and" Kendorski
y>- have taken this theory to
•ask, stating that their L °
..showed only a "faint trace" of
r4^' m! en°"gh to indicate
the detonation of "conventional
chemical explosives "

The mysterious marks were
found in-an oak grove near
ZTot rf\tW° "^ north'/east of Glassboro. On Sept 4
m"Y^ 7 Wh0 stm "mains un-fetified-told two youngsters'
IanJ fM a "^ el0Wins obJ'ecttana in the woods. I

•Wh /°uun^ters located a
(Patch of charred ground 20 feet

two feet deep in the center and
three indentations about 25 feet

(apart forming a triangle. -
People who flocked to the

site said the indentations n
|peared to have been made by
jthe ,lef of -a giant tripod
popularizing the theory of a
space vehicle settling down on
its egs and leaving the crater

Supporting this theory, the
boys maintain that the' "tri?
Pod holes were not dug but

(pressed mto the ground, as'evi-idenced by roots that were flat-
jtened, not sheared off

Further, the boys noted al
teS'ree b"k™ cleanly!six feet above the ground over
the area. The U., S. Depart-
te °f Agriculture inform d
them a sizable force was re-Jquucd, to break a 3aSsaf£

^without splintering ijJ>Q j
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Glassboro, N. J.:- An 18-

Iyear-old college sophomore
[tells police he and two other
[pranksters burned the holes
last Sept. 6, broke the

Ibranches and planted the
[canard in the minds ol two
|credulous lads who brought
their Dad out to see where

'red glowing- object" had
landed, roping in college pro
fessors and precipitating an
Air Force investigation . . .

rWTl
;&>



Jichael Hallowitz, 18 (right), accompanied by
CagljlPhilip J. Coppolino, of Glassboro police, leaves
polite hearing after admitting spaceship hoax.

850 Fine Suspended

Jersey You
!$10 Court Costsior
Space Landing Hoax

The 18-year-old perpetrator of the^
Great Spaceship Hoax got off with paying'
Monday night after a police official expressed hi&fwe at the

""""" -v =_.-,.- „ vjyouth's inventlvg|^u.-•
Police Capt. PMSJgfcoppolino,

testifying in GlagiBWro Munici
pal Court, told how"? Michael
Hallowitz and two frianfci
punched some holes in ^ie"
ground, broke,^ a few tree
branches and -*3?||{|fcled sjyne
chemicals' arour

rumor staffed lasT,EsHipt<?!Pfer'
that a spaceship had landed it
the .site. ,

"No. doubt, he is a brillfant
i1 boy," Coppolino said. ___

"H (N. J.)
,--court costs

LURED THOUSANDS

As a result of the boy's whim
sical scheme, processors from
four colleges, Air Force person
nel and tourists by the thousands
flocked-16 the wooded area off E.
Focer si: in Glassboro to inspect
the "spaceship" landing site.
- Coppolino told how Hallowitz-
and- tvijo friends carried out the
scheme during an overnight .
camping trip.

The boys dug a crater, then
punched out three "tripod"
holes and above these broke

off the branches of a tree. Then
they set a fire in-the center of '"
the crater and sprinkled some
sulfa potassium and radium ^
dioxide about the area to m'a'ke
it appear radioactive.

STARTED, RUMOR .

After leaving the area, Hall<}j''j '
witz found two small boys fislj^V',
ing and told them he had seen-j ;/
a "red glowing object" land.-J '̂
about a half .mile away. The .:'•$
boys, Ward Caiirpbell, Jr., il," ;•
and his brother,#-©Qnv 8, told -.
their father who notified police. •

Police uncovered the hoax
after Hallowitz, using the name
Hallow, tried to sell the story
to a local weekly newspaper.

After Coppolino finished his
testimony, Hallowitz entered a
plea of guilty to charges of be
ing a disorderly person and is-. •
stung" a false alarm.

C1*ES MAN-HOURS

., Judge Lawrence Myers then
asked Coppolino if he had any
rleemmendations to offer and

ppolino said:
e is a studious boy, but

„r have been many man-
no^ spent on this case."

The Judge fined Hallowitz $50,
then suspended the fine, but told
the, .youth he had to pay $10
court costs.

Until two weeks ago, Hallo-,
witz had been" a student at
Glassboro State* "College. Then,
he had a falling^out with- his^ •
parents and movedtout. of the- • ,'
home on Princeton st. Singe then '
he has been working at a bowl
ing alley.-
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The Jersey Space Landings: Fact or Fantasy!
I AC ^ d ^^J **F __ ___ 1Q . havfhad aDOut 5,000 people said. ''Most impressive are
The space ship that landed

In Glassboro, N. J.,was launched
as a college prank.

At least that is the accepted
official version.

"I did it to put Glassboro on

the map," Michael Hallowich, 18,
a freshman at Glassboro State
Teachers College, told Magis.
trate Lawrence D. Meyers yes
terday. . ^ ...

Hallowich told the judge that
he and two friends uprboted &
tree near a lake, dug suspicious
holes, charred them with kero
sene and gunpowder and on
Sept. 4 told two boys that a
"space ship landed" there.

Unofficially, however, there
are some who maintain that the
landing might- not have been a
hoax and Glassboro could have
been marked oh some extra
terrestrial map.

"There wasn't a footprint in
sight," said Police Chief Everett
Watson. "Since this happened

we have had.about 5,000 people
pouring in her from as far away
as Maine and Ohio. Some of
these people interested in Un
identified Flying- Objects think
we have had the real thing."

Investigators from McGuire
AFB, USIA, state police, tree ex
perts, and college professors
from Glassboro State College,
Villanova, the University of
Pennsylvania and New England
colleges have visited the site.

Ward Campoell, an active
member of tine National Investi
gations Committee on Aerial
Phenomena, investigated and is
convinced that Hallowich's con
fession is a hoax.

"It would have required 10
Imen to rip out the tree," he

said. "Most impressive are the
tripod markings, 7 to 8 inches
deep in the sand, 9 inches
square. It takes terrific pres
sure to compress this sandy
soil-" „,_.,.

"Nonsense," said Capt. Philip
Cappolino, who took Hallo-]
wich's confession. "The boy's
story matches that of his two
friends. It was a hoax. But I
guess we won't hear the end
of it for some time."

Magistrate Meyers fined Hal
lowich $50 plus $10 in court
costs for turning in, a false
police alarm. He suspended the
fine and warned the boy to de
vote himself to school work—
and keep both feet on the
ground

•ft*™

f •>
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Cinnaminson,

Michael J. Campione,
Cinnaminson UFOlogist;
is not satisfied with the
explanation of Robert L;
Brown, associate pro
fessor of earth science
at Southern Connecticut
State College, who ruled
that strange ground
markings in Glassboro
constitute a hoax rather
than an interplanetary
visitation.

Early this month, a "crater"
was discovered two miles north
east of Glassboro In a woodeh
area. The depression was sur
rounded by three holes, two inches
in diameter and six inches in
depth, 27 feet apart. The suri-
rounding earth was scorched.

Brown's report indicated the
presence of ingredients of gun
powder, and ruled out the sus
picion that a gigantic blast caused
the crater. Undamaged roots with
in the periphery of the crater,
he said, indicated digging. j

41

y

Saucer_Sighter DisputesX
Glassboro Hoax' Story

Campione said this week that the
gunpowder ingredlenU-pottasium
nitrate--does not prove Ihe hoax
charge. "Any alien vehicle/' he
said, "must be of such advanced
scientific and technological 'know-
how' that 'transmutation'of matter

in Its power plant could likely
give off the pottassium nitrate."

Campione reads the clues found
in the Glassboro woods as follows:

"1) Three deep ground indenta
tions, forming a simulated tripod.

"2) An area in the ground where
these imaginary tripod lines would
meet, which is'dug out'or possibly
was originally indented from a
heavy body.

"3) Charred ground, grass,
foliage, etc., possibly caused by
the vehicle's power system during
takeoff.

'•4) Greater than normal reac
tion of radioactivity when examined

with a Geiger counter."

•DIG FOR SAMPLES'
- If there was indeed digging, ac
cording to Campione, this mightlie
the result of alien beings sampling
plant life and soil to be taken away
and examined by their scientists.

''The same procedure would be
performed by members of any
Earth expedition to another planet
or heavenly body /'Campione said.
"They would brtngbarksamples of
plant growth and earth as they
could safely carry, to be examined
by technicians of this earth."

Campione concluded: "I am in
no position to disagree with the
learned professor, who is a spec
ialist in his field. But I, must
state that he, and hundreds of
scientists and technicians, should
become aware that many hard and
fast theories, beliefs and so-called
'laws' have beome scrapped since
the advent of America's space

program."
Campione is the president of a

newly organized "local chapter of
Amalgamated flying Saucer Clubs
of America, Inc., whose headquar
ters is at his home, 2202 New

>any,road.

Ly^/i^>^--&^^n-^>*-^<>-y-ryl •
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'Flying Saucers' Still
Source of Conversation

y AL HORAY jflight crews Aboard commercial
GLASSBORO — Here we go airliners are officially discounted

again —Flyingsaucers, yet. |by tne unit-
The Air Force'won't talk, but

I

a team of experts from its Un
identified Flying Objects center
at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, near Dayton, Ohio, visited
this Gloucester County commun
ity Thursday. They made meas
urements, took samples of sand
fused into glass and made nu
merous photographs.

What were they, up to?
Patrolman Robert Toughill of

the local police department said
that an unusual glow in the sky
was reported nearby last week
end. A triangular shaped series
of 14 holes, surrounding a 30-inch
indentation and measuring about
15 feet across, was discovered in
i wooded area soon after. A 20-
oot patch of ground appeared to
lave been seared. T

The officer said it's possible
he whole affair is a hoax. "But
'd like to know how it was done''
ic said.

Bits of a metallic substance
ind the fused sand were collected
rom the depressions and re-"
urned to the UFO center 'for
tudy.
Air Force spokesmen decline to

elaborate on what the investiga
ors found.

Air Force spokesmen are rare-
y very verbal when the subject
f UFOs rears its unwelcome
ead.

Although the Air Force main-
lins the UFO center, complete
'ith investigative personnel and
valuating equipment, it denies
\e existence of such contrap-
ons. The unit is now 16 years
Id. ' .

Reports of fighter pilots, said
>have chased the "things,", and
ghting accounts by experienced

As was the official comment
last week regarding the local in
vestigation, the Air Force de-
scrihes such sightings as "an un
usual circumstance."

Investigators such as Donald
Kehoe, science writer, pila and
proponent of the UFO belief have
compiled reports of many sight
ings. An entry in the log of an
old-time sailing vessel decribes
the hovering over the se; of a
round flying ohject. Anotler ac
count by a sailing vessel aptain
relates how "the sea ioiled"
When a similar aircraft .before
man learned to fly) set own On
the ocean's surface and pomptly
sank.

Mr. Kehoe has repor'd that
an Army colonel' was died to
the screen of a radar seto view
the unheard-of-antics of* UF<3.
The craft was said to hte made
vertical and horizontal hanuev-
ers at "fantastic speed1 and to
have changed course I such a
rapid manner as to 1 "unbe
lievable." ';'

Opponents smile wry at the
very mention Of.UFC "Catch
me one, and I'll believ'it," they
say, in effect.

"Explain this," reto'UFO be
lievers. "You deny:heir ex
istence. Still, you ind good
money for a researccenter to
investigate reported shtings."

A report from the>hio UFO
Center is expected thweek, ac
cording to an Air Foe spokes
man.

Perhaps a UFO diit visit this
borough recently, .ut Patrol
man Toughill still Dnders the
setiies of four-Inch les, left by
a contraption whicKas capable
of melting sand inttlass.
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'Flying Saucers' Still
Source of Conversation

By AL HORAY

GLASSBORO - Here we go
again —Flying^saucers, yet.

The Air Force'won't talk, but
a team of experts from its Un
identified Flying Objects center
at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, near Dayton, Ohio, visited
this Gloucester County commun
ity Thursday. They made meas
urements, took samples of sand
fused into glass and made nu
merous photographs.

What were they up to?
Patrolman Robert Toughill of

.the local police department said
that an unusual glow in the sky
was reported nearby last week
end. A triangular shaped series

|of 14 holes, surrounding a 30-inch
(indentation and measuring about

flight crews aboard commercial
airliners are officially discounted
by the unit.

As was the official comment
last week regarding the local in
vestigation, the Air Force de
scribes such sightings as "ah un
usual circumstance."

Investigators such as Danald
Kehoe, science writer, pilot and
proponent of the UFO belief have
compiled reports of many sight
ings. An entry in the logof an
old-time sailing vessel decribes,
the hovering over the se; of a
round flying object. Anoder ac
count by a sailing vessel aptain
relates how "the sea toiled"
when a similar aircraft before
man learned to fly) set own On
the ocean's surface and pomptly

tt feet across, was discovered in sank.
;a wooded area soon after. A 20- Mr. Kehoe has repord that!
foot patch of ground appeared to an Army colonel' was tiled to
have been seared. - (the screen of a radar seto view I"

The officer said it's possible
the whole affair is a hoax. "But
I'd like to know how it was done"

;he said.
Bits of a metallic substance

and the fused sand were collected
from the depressions and re^

.turned to the UFO center 'for
study.

Air Force spokesmen decline to
elaborate on what the investiga
tors found.

Air Force spokesmen are rare
ly very verbal when the subject
of UFOs rears its unwelcome
head.

Although the Air Force main
tains the UFO center, complete
with investigative personnel and
evaluating equipment, it denies
the existence of such contrap
tions. The unit is now 16 years
old. • .

Reports of fighter pilots, said
to have chased the "things,", and

the unheard-of-antics of* UF0.
The craft was said to h« made
vertical and horizontal hanuev-
ers at "fantastic speed' and to
have changed course i such a
rapid manner as fo 1 "unbe
lievable." ,'

Opponents smile wry at the
very mention of UFC "Catch
me one, and I'll believit," they
say, in effect.

Explain this," reto UFO be
Mevers. "You deny:heir ex
istence. Still, you ind good
money for a researccenler to
investigate reported sittings."

A report from the>hio UFO
center is expected'th week, ac
cording to an Air F:e spokes
man.

Perhaps a UFO dirt visit this
borough recently, ut Patrol,
man Toughill still inders the
setiies of four-Inch les, left by
a contraption whicVas capable•„.,. — — rwi • «"<" » wiiLiupuon wmcras <

sighting accounts by experienced'of melting sand inblass.

.72* ^
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Boy Fined $50 Jl
In Spaceship f
Hoax in N. J.

M

By FRANK TOU.GHILL
Of The Bulletin Staff '

Glassboro, N. J., Jan. 19 —
Michael Hallowich, 18,- accused
of rigging upa phony spaceship
landing in woods near here last
September, received a suspend
ed fine of $50 last night.

Municipal Judge Lawrence E.
Meyers imposed the fine and
then suspended it on the recom-

. mendation of Detective Capt.
Philip Coppolino. He made the
youth pay $10 in court costs.

Hallowich, of the 100 block of
Princeton st., pleaded guilty to a
disorderly conductcharge.

Coppolino said Hallowich told
him he devised the hoax in
hopes of raising monev to con
tinue his college education.
The youth had hoped to sell the
istory of the false spaceship
landing to a newspaper, Coppo
lino said.

Called Brilliant Boy
The policeman said Hallowich

finished his freshman year at
Glassboro State College last
June but couldn't afford to go
back in the fall.

Coppolino described Hallo
wich as a "brilliant boy" who
would go far in life if he would
"turn hismind into properchan
nels."

He said an Air Force investi
gator, one of many officials and
private persons investigating
the phony spaceship, said before
Hallowich was arrested that
whoever set upthehoax "ought
to be in the Air Force," because
it was done so cleverly.
Workingat Alleys

Coppolino said Hallowich is
now working at a bowling alley
in Glassboro trying to raise
money to go back to college.

The police officer described
how Hallowich, a brother and a
friend charred with fire an area
around a hole in the woods and
went to other elaborate lengths
to make it appear that a space
ship had landed and taken off.

This included, Coppolino said,
spreading some radium dioxide
around the area to make it ap
pear radioactive, setting off
homemade gunpowder and
sprinklingsomesulphurabout.

The studious-looking Hallo
wich, wearing dark horn-rimm
ed glasses, raised the $10 court
costs from among some friends.

n/eUy1 iiftrrf3*



foe They Sure Spaceship Hoax WAS aHoax?
Special to the Daily Xews

GLASSBORO, N. J.—Re
member the big fuss here
last September when some
nervous citizens- discovered

la few odd-shaped holes in
the ground?

The site glowed like an A.A.
reject's nose- a"nd it was slight
ly radioactive.

Naturally some ciiizens ar
rived at the only logical con
clusion: A spaceship bad
landed.

UNFORTUNATELY, that il
lusion, was shattered. Michael
jHallowich, 18, a, dropout/ropi
Glassboro State Teachers Col

lege, told the cop he and two
buddies faked the spaceport.
He said they punched holes in
the grounds and the area
with a small amount of radium
dioxide to make it appear
radioactive.

Hallowich got off with a
$10 fine.

Now, however, Michael J.
Campione, director of Aamal-
gamated Flying Saucer Clubs
of America, Inc., of 202 New
Albany Rd., Cinnaminson,
submits the following deduc
tions:

' J—Radium, Dioxide costs, a .,
jSniall fortune, so how Was the,
Hallowich crew able to buy

. it? Also, it cannot be purchas-'
ed without a license from the-
Atomic Energy Commission. I

2—Handling the stuff is ex-!
fremely dangerous. How come'.
Hallowich is still well?

3—A bent tree at the site'
could only have been folded,
by heavy machinery, or the
combined weight of more than
10 men. Unless, of course, one
of them was superman..

Campione doesn't say what
he is trying to prove, but one,
thing is. perfectly obvious. If
you seer a. little green man
walking . around,,, don't tell
Michael Hallowich.



INVESTIGATOR'S STATEMENT ON GLASSBORO, N.J. HOAX CHARGE

Background; A round, red UFO was reported over Glassboro, N.J. for
several nights between September 4 and 8, 1964^ Markings in an oak
forest, described in the U.F.O". Investigator, were found on September
5. Investigation by NICAP members Ward Campbell and Dr. John Pagano
produced substantial evidence which satisfied NICAP that the case was
genuine, and these conclusions were reported by NICAP. On December 24
it was reported in N.J. papers that a youth, Michael John Hallowich,
had confessed to hoaxing the alleged landing site. Hallowich was later
convicted in court of "being a disorderly person and issuing a false
alarm." He was fined $50, suspended except for $10 to cover court costs.

In order to check on these events and to gather new evidence on the
case, I drove to Glassboro on Sunday, January 24. I interviewed Ward
Campbell for over two hours, examined his detailed notes and files, and
obtained significant new "information both about the original UFO sight
ing reports and the alleged hoax.

Summary: New evidence obtained at Glassboro establishes that UFOs
definitely were observed above Glassboro—and particularly above and
descending into the oak forest where the markings were found. The
"trial" of Hallowich lasted about 10 minutes. His statements contra
dicted known facts related to the discovery of the markings in the
forest, indicating clearly that Hallowich was untruthful. He- has either
been made a scapegoat or is the type of psychotic who confesses to any
"crime" for psychological reasons. Though he is portrayed as "a brill
iant boy" in the news accounts, he has not received good grades in school
and has a local reputation of being a troublemaker and having difficulty
in holding a job. He is the type of personality who would be capable of
perpetrating a hoax—and he may in fact have attempted to base a hoax /
on the legitimate evidence found—but he is also the type who would do
almost anything for a dollar.
The chemicals which news accounts say he distributed at the site to

commit the alleged hoax are not recognizable to a professional chemist
(Lex Mebane). If the"radium dioxide" he claims to have used actually
was radium oxide, this is a very rare and not easily obtainable substance.
Ward Campbell has made inquiries, and determined that it is illegal to
buy, sell or use it in the state of New Jersey. Furthermore, to date none
of the substances he claims to have used at the site—according to news
accounts—have been detected by chemical analysis.
Ward Campbell further states that because of his local reputation,

Hallowich was an early suspect if the case proved to be a hoax, but he
was originally ruled out. Campbell urged local police to have Hallowich
confront his (Campbell's) sons who—with a third boy—are the only ones
who saw two men come out of the forest and tell them about the markings.
This was not done. Campbell showed his sons a newspaper photograph of
Hallowich; they could not recognize him as one of the two men. Though
Glassboro is a small community, no second man has been found or charged,
or even mentioned in the accounts of the alleged hoax.
Ward Campbell is an intelligent and responsible citizen who has kept

careful notes and records of the entire case, which he personally in
vestigated. His testimony—and signed statements by witnesses—strongly
contradicts any conclusion of hoax. The testimony by tree expert Al Zulli
about the nature and extent of physical damage also contradicts the hoax
story.

Richard Hall Jan. 26, 1965
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Still another clever hoax with the theme of

a UFO landing on Earth was invented by an
18-year-crld youth in Glassboro, N. J., on Sep
tember 4. 1964. The motive for this hoax may
be considered more admirable—if ever a hoax
is utmirable—because it involves a high ideal.
M H., a brilliant student, wanted to complete^
hi college edtltation and thought he could sell-
.. vory to a newspaper to help him do it.

I he young man had finished his freshman
»•• i at Olassboro State College in June and
..M:iJ not afford to continue on as a sophomore
ii die fail, so he began thinking of ways to

.se fund.> The result was an elaborate UFO
ix that required not only a knowledge of

. i I'mistry .md psychology but also, a subtle
imagination.

He persuaded his brother and a friend to
h^lp him set the stage for the hoax. Physical
'"e» idence' of a UFO landing was necessary for
ir.t- success of his scheme. The three young
nu •! went on an overnight camping trip in a
lonely wooded area near Lake Sergi, a private
tr. -i of land lies fairly near the industrial
complex of Camden, N. J., Chester, Pa. and
W ,- nington, Del. It was here that they assem-
nli v. the evidence.

I'hey first dug a small crater about 30 inches
.i. uameter and roughly 20 inches deep at its
center. Then they dug three smaller holes, some
eignt inches in width, positioned to form the
points of a triangle with a base of 26 feet and
sides of about 23 feet. The triangle-points were
meant to resemble the much-publicized "tripod
landing gear" of previously reported UFOs.
The central crater was meant to simulate the
res-,it of a high-energy blast from a rocket
«.-nt.ne or other propulsion system in a space-
v ra

.it the 18-year-old student was too brilliant
.-oaxter to be satisfied with a simple simula-

He made a mixture of potassium nitrate
sulphur—the ingredients of gunpowder—

. wrapped it in a sheet of aluminum foil.
. .it wrapping was left loose enough to prevent
an explosion and allow the mixture to burn
with a high intensity of neat. This package was
suspended over the center of the crater and a
fire-started under it. For a final touch of real
ism, he sprinkled radium dioxide around the
crater to make the region appear radioactive.

The subtlety of the student's mind went even
farther to create a senst o." reality. He wasn't
about to announce that he. his brother or his
friend had discovered a UFO landing place.
Next morning, after the three broke camp, he
looked around for a credulous middleman. He

knew that the hoax would be more believeablei
—and therefore would gain more publicity—if
someone "accidentally" stumbled upon the
"landing place." He found his go-between in
the person of two young boys who were fishing
along the edge of Lake Segri.

They were brothers—age 11 and age eight.

He excited their interest by telling them he
had seen a red glowing object land in the woods
about a half-mile away. Then he and his two
companions strode off.

Small boys have wild imaginations. The
brothers were no exception. They dashed into
the woods, found the alleged UFO landing spot
and reported it to their father. He went to the
scene with them and was impressed that every
thing was in such realistic order. Sand, mixed
with the dirt in the crater, was fused and black
ened like lava. An oak leaf was found im
pressed into one of the three "tripod" holes.
Branches of trees directly over the triangular
area were broken as if some large object had
descended directly through them. The student
had thought of everything.

The father reported his sons' discovery to
the police. An intriguing mystery developed.
Who were the three young men who had led
the two small boys to their momentous dis
covery? Nine days later, the Air Force report
to Project Blue Book by investigators from
McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey read
as follows: "Our investigation team was un-

• successful in locating the individual who
. claimed to be an eye-witness to this strange

phenomenon. Interviews with the Glassboro
Police and with the local populace provided in
sufficient information upon which we could
make an assumption."

This was all part of the hoaxster's scheme:
to strike not only an air of mystery but to
provoke excitement and speculation. As a mat
ter of fact, people began "seeing" flying saucers
in the vicinity. One woman claimed that she
had sighted a globe-shaped red object descend
ing into the woods on the very night that the
student told the brothers he himself had seen
the UFO. Two other women reported that
several nights later they had seen a bright
spherical object, orange-yellow in color with
a red glow beneath it, descend into the woods
around Glassboro. They told the police that it
landed with "a thumping sound," then rose
above the treetops, flew toward the west hori
zontally and landed a second time.

Even the psychological insights of the stu
dent were proving themselves to be correct.

Quoting from the Philadelphia Inquirer of
January 18, 1965: "As a result of the boy's
whimsical scheme, professors from four col
leges, Air Force personnel and tourists by the'
thousands flocked to the wooded area off E.

Focer St. in Glassboro to inspect the 'space
ship' landing site."

Although they could not identify the hoaxter,
the Air Force investigators were not fooled re-'
garding the actual facts of the situation. Their
report to Project Blue Book quoted Professor
Robert L. Brown, a specialist in the Earth sci
ences at Southern Connecticut State College:

"An examination of the particles and photo
graphs indicates that the crater at Glassboro,
N. J. is not likely to be anything* more than a

Science & Mechanics
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hoax. Analysis of the photographs is that a
mixture of ingredients for gunpowder,^con
tained in a foil wrapper, was suspended over a
sandy region by means unknown. The mode ot
detonation is not known, but some fusion was
used The relatively unconfined mix created in
tense heat, apparently burning for some time to
fuse local sand. Roots in the crater were not
damaged by heat, indicating no penetration (of
the burning gunpowder), but "ther (indicat-
ine) digging by curiosity seekers ... The biacK-
ned appearance (of the fused sand) is in effect

not porous or lava-like, but probably (was
caused by) an excess of carbon used in the
gun-powder mixture. Analysis of potass.um
nitrate in the area confirms the hoax.

The student was finally caught in his own
trap when he tried to sell his story to aweekly
newspaper. He had apparently waited until ex
citement about the UFO "landing" reached its
highest pitch and the public interest was great
est before revealing in an exclusive story the
clever way he had hoaxed and exploited the

ltJs SuperDug;
(Continued from page 55)
solved this staggering problem.

"The flea can repeat the high jump about
every 4 seconds, but man cannot repeat his
high jump oftener than about every 4 min
utes, and keep going at that rate for 10
hours. Hence man, in delivering 24-hp per
jump, or Vio hp per second, lifts about 145,-
000,000 times the flea's load to the height
of the flea's jump; wherefore 10 times that
number or 1,450,000,000 fleas deliver 1 hp
per second."

Continuing calculations along this line,
it is concluded that roughly, l'/z billion
fleas are required to deliver 1 hp per sec
ond, while 145 to 150 million flea power
equal 1 man power, about 2 million flea
power equalling 1 watt, (these calculations
at the rate of 550 ft/lbs to the hp, but ac
tually 539.58 ft/lbs equal 746 watts or 1
hp). All this on the basis the flea delivers
onlv 1 jump every 4 seconds.

UFO situation. Even though he used a pseudo
nym to approach the newspaper editor, that
gentleman informed the local police who
tracked down the hoaxter.

Captain Philip Coppolino of the Glassboro
Police Department was more amazed at the
brilliance of the student than he was distressed
at the many man-hours of effort the youth had
caused the police, Air Force, Navy and sci
entists in trying to solve what one newspaper
called the "Great Spaceship Hoax As as re
sult, the hoaxter got off rather I'Shtly.

The inventive young man was hned J50 on
charges of issuing a false alarm and being a
disorderly person after he admitted that he had
devised the hoax to earn money for college
The fine, however, was suspended by Municipal
Judge Lawrence E. Meyers, who told the boy
that he would only have court costs of $10 to
pay. Friends helped the bov pay this fee. •

The second and concluding part of this article
will 'appear in the April issue of Science &
Mechanics.

wnuiy in an uiuu tu t,u m imm ni'" •»
hereby scratched! Nor do such figures alone
even begin to indicate the tremendous role
the irksome flea has played on earth.

Whole populations have been periodi
cally reduced down through history by fleas
carrying the plague. Fleas have caused un
told suffering and annoyance to man and
animals, and necessitated the spending of
millions in an effort to get rid of them, a
seemingly impossible task.

Hopping through a life cycle of 8 to J5
days, the many species of flea may now re
pay some of the vast debt it owes when
science comes up with further answers
along with methods of applying insect-
power and know-how to various fields. And
the flea is also unusual in that it can ac
tually be trained, as many entertaining flea
circuses in this country profitably attest.

"Apparently once a flea has painstakingly
been made to perform a certain act repeat
edly, the act becomes such a firmly estab
lished conditioned reflex that the flea is in-

-£ L.A^l/ir ntwiv fmm it." it IS ex-
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